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Introduction

Assessment in the multi-ethnic
primary classroom

A major effect of the 1988 Education Reform Act has been to bring assessment
to centre stage in education. The Act was introduced as part of a range of
reforms by a Conservative government anxious to fulfil several linked political
agendas. These included releasing free enterprise and competition into tradi-
tionaly public-service areas like education and health, previously kept rela-
tivel safe from the harsh vagaries of the economic market place. So doing,
they claimed, would provide accountability and choice to the consumer. By
contrast with this apparent devolution of institutional power to individuals
through free enterprise, there has been a determined drive to wrest power from
local government and invest it in centrally appointed quangos. In education,
local management of schools and colleges is one side of this coin, and the
National Curriculum and its assessment the other.

Although the range of public examinations in this country has steadily
increased over the past fifty years (Gipps, 1990), the government's wish to
publish national assessment results at Key Stages of the National Curriculum
in league tables as part of the drive to generate competition, choice and
accountability, has impelled tjte machinery of public examinations into all
primary and secondary classrooms. Every teacher is now responsible for
assessing pupils' achievement against National Curriculum Attainment Targets
and their Level Descriptions, and for preparing pupils for Standard Assessment
Tasks, or national tests at the end of Key Stages. As Sutton (1992) observes,

1



ASSESSMENT IN THE MULTI-ETHNIC PRIMARY CLASSROOM

this responsibility is crucial and teachers need, more than ever before, to be

clear about wh,t constitutes effective school-based assessment.
When implementation of this programme of assessment began in schools

fundamental difficulties soon emerged and generated growing criticism among

teachers. Bas;c tensions and contradictions within the perceived purposes, both

educational and politivl, of the assessment programme, have surfaced over

the years of attempted implementation. As a result, the government had to take

a step back, in response to sustained objections and widespread refusal by

teachers to carry out the assessment programme in summer 1993. Sir Ron

Dearing was appointed to review the National Curriculum and its assessment.

The government said that they would allow more opportunity for debate and

time for change. Teachers hoped that a programme of assessment might be

formulated which had clearly useful purposes and which could be delivered

logistically.
As the National Curriculum assessments came further on stream from 1990

onwards, a host of questions were raised over their purposes, practicality,

reliability and validity, as well as their fairness, especially in the context of

pupils with kss favourable chances of achieving good performance and results

in these assessments. However, overarching all this, there is the question of

core concern for teachers: how best to manage the assessment of each pupil's

progress within the framework of what is statutorily required.

This book focuses on assessment specifically in rdation to pupils from

ethnic minority backgrounds asopposed to those of the indigenous or ethnic

majority. Since the 1960s pupils with origins in the British New Common-

wealth countries have represented the largest identifiable group of black and

bilingual pupils in our schools. However, the authors here make reference also

to more recently arrived pupils, most of whom are likely to be members of

families resident in Britain as refugees from African and Middle Eastern states.

The impact on our schools of children who have come as the result of the

break-up of Yugoslavia is yet to be determined.
The National Curriculum and its assessment are likely to impinge in signi-

ficantly different ways on this group of pupils, compared to their indigenous

peers, becmuse of their particular linguistic or cultural backgrounds and because

of their often negative reception in this country. In this book we refer to these

pupils as black, the tam 'black' being not necessarily a description of colour

hut signifying thc commonalities of background and experience just described.

The rationale for treating them as a group has largely to do with the 'host'
community's perceptions of and behaviour towards them. In fact black mi-

2 13



ASSESSMENT IN TI1E MULTI-ETHNIC PRIMARY CLASSROOM

norities are the opposite of a homogeneous group ratner absurdly, the term
'ethnic' is fzequently used to refer solely to them and their cultures.

Over the past three decades, much research (including that for the govern-
ment Committee of Inquiry first set up in 1978 and reporting finally under Lord
Swann in I 985], was predicated on and in turn confirmed the educational
'underachievement' of black pupils, taken as a group. Yet over the past decade
it has been shown that some groups of black pupils are high achievers. There
has been corresponding evidence to show also that pupils from lower socio-
economic classes, and pupils with special educational needs, whatever their
ethnic group, also achieve at lower than average levels. Gender can be a factor
in achievement too. Girls achieve better than boys in language for example,
but boys do better in science. Recent signs indicate that black girls achieve
better terminal exam results than black boys.

`Under-achievement' i.-; therefore relative in all groups. Moreover, some of
the operative disadvantages and some of the strategies that might be used to
overcome or at least reduce them, often apply across these categories of pupils.
For example, when equal opportunities policies are applied effectively in an
institution, this is likely to reduce disadvantage for all groups.

Thus, although the book addresses the assessment and achievement of black
and bilingual pupils, so considered in the context of the multi-ethnic classroom,
Vie authors would argue that most issues considered here have relevance in any
classroom in Britain. Furthermore, despite the fact that there are some places
with no black- settlement as yet, one does not have far to travel to reach
well-established settlements of numerous ethnic minority groups in all our
main conurbations. The UK today cannot be seen as anything but multi-ethnic
and multicultural. Inextricable historical links with other countries, including
those with past colonies, upon which Britain must build for the future, make it
imperative to educate all children to function within a multi-ethnic, multicul-
tural framework. The issues in this book have relevance beyond Britain. We
have in mind all countries where there are dominant eurocentric cultures,
alongside which cultures of minority groups should take their rightful place.

This book is a collection of independent contributions by people who are
involved in the day to day delivery of education in schools as teachers,
advisory teachers, inspectors or officers. They do not attempt to write academi-
cally their views, based on their practical experience, are presented to simila:
practitioners, to parents and governors. Their jobs, as for most people in
education, have in recent years become demanding to an often nonsensical
degree. They nevertheless believed that writing the chapters of book was worth
the effort.

1 4



ASSESSMENT IN Tim MULTI-ETIINIC PRIMARY CLASSROOM

The first chapter offers a nut-shell overview of the position of black pupils

in this country, dating from the 1960s when their arrival first impacted signi-

ficantly on schools. It is argued that the previously-held assumptions and

responses in education to their languages and cultural backgrounds continue
essentially to inform official policies thirty years on.

In Chapter 2 Pauline Lyseight-jones illustrates through several parables how

some mistaken but common assumptions can dangerously underlie intentions
and expectations in education, and likewise in assessment. We are suitably

warned of the inexactness of any system of assessment. She, like other authors
here, stresses the prime importance of addressing the individual learning needs
of every child, regardless of ethnic background, gender, ability, etc through
progressive diagnostic and informative assessment.

Several inter-linked issues to do with language are still to be resolved within
the National Curriculum and Assessment. Some are related to English as a
subjer:t. There is much disquiet over the present English Orders, eg over the
narrowness of prescribed texts for literature. There is also dissatisfaction over

the prescription of a restricted 'Standard English' and 'grammar'. Linked with
these issues is a wider one the approaches in the curriculum to languages

other than English.
None of these issues are new. They have remained largely unresolved since

even before the sixties, when they became highlighted by the arrival of New
Commonwealth pupils. Absolutely fundamental to the education of these
pupils is the perceived relationship between the English language and other
languages. Blinkered monolingualism is virtually a national characteristic.
Success in learning other languages has been dismal, compared with what
people in other countries world-wide achieve. There is a reluctance to state
publicly that a repertoire of languages would be of economic benefit. In
education there is scant recognition of the cognitive advantages of bilingual
compctence that is suggested by research. Chapter 3 focuses on a major issue

underlying the chances of achievement for many black children, ie their
development of their first language. It is argued by Updesh Porter and Pat Keel
that policies on language are somewhat inconsisteat.

Under-fives education is in the spotlight, as the government acknowledges
the sound sense of investing in the proven benefits of good nursery schooling.
I Iowever this has become another political issue. The report of the Paul Hamlyn
Foundation National Commission for Education [1993] and more recently,
Start Right: The Importance of Early Learning [RSA, 1994], a study by an
advisory committee led by Sir Christopher Ball, both recommended universal
quality provision for under-fives, and both suggested ways of funding it. The

4
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government would like to achieve improved provision by supporting the many
private playgroups and nurseries that have mushroomed in response to demand.
But such provision may not be universally accessible to all children, nor
necessarily all of high quality.

In Chapter 4 Celia Burgess-Macey takes up the educational issues at the core
of the debate on the assessment of young children. She emphasises the necessity
of adopting assessment systems which do not restrict individual children's early
development by focusing narrowly on preparation for the National Curriculum.
She stresses the need for an assessment practice built on an understanding of
young children's learning and compatible with an early years' curriculum based
on the same principles.

Maggie Gravelle and Elaine Sturman, in Chapte; 5 analyse the 1993/4 Key
Stage 1 Assessment Folder, indicating that SEAC and later SCAA made some
progress in acknowledging the presence of bilingual children and the need to
take account of their first languages. They also reveal dangerous assumptions
of deficit that are made about bilingual learners. The issues they raise in relation
to the School Assessment Folder have implications for all Key Stages.

Elaine Sturman and Martin Francis consider, in Chapter 6, teachers' unease
with the strictures imposed on the primary curriculum by the National Curricu-
lum and assessment system expected by the government. They highlight the
essentials of a motivating curriculum for pupils, which should include continu-
ous assessment.

The 1988 Education Reform Act placed unprecedented legal responsibility
on parents for shaping how their child's school delivers education within the
framework of the National Curriculum. In Chapter 7 Patsy Daniels explains
many of the challenges that black parents face in taking up this duty.

One institution within the education system which could speedily bring
about beneficial change for black children's education is OFSTED. The Frame-
work for Inspections has made a significant contribution, regaining some of
the ground lost for equal opportunities in the context of the National Curricu-
lum and the politics of the Education Reform Act. In Chapter 8 Rehana Minhas
shows how issues to do with improving the standards of these pupils' education
and achievement fit into the framework for Inspections of schools. She dis-
cusses the potential influence of OFSTED since its beginnings this decade,
particularly if it overcomes some of its weaknesses.

Ostensibly, Section 11 funding was aimed at supporting black children's
access to achievement in education, but has it achieved this? Thc final chapter
covers the saga of this resource its tragic past failures, and its tenuous

5
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successes, which may now be stunted by a radical reform of resourcing looming

on the horizon.
The past five years have been painful for teachers. They have had to face

unprecedented criticism from a government which has needed toe-holds and

scapegoats in progressing its political and economic agendas, often on the

back of education. Teachers have been trapped in silent acquiescence by

hurriedly passed bills which swept in massive demands upon their profession.

They were hardly consulted, and in any case not listened to or respected for

their own working experience. Constructive dialogue would far sooner have

brought us all nearer to the prize of a National Curriculum and assessment

system which we could all proudly own. But ownership has had to be fought

for by teachers, and that struggle has cost valuable time and goodwill.

The government may yet come to recognise that formulating a National

Curriculum and its assessment will take years of hard, dedicated and co-oper-

ative effort by all interested parties the government, teachers, parents,

employers and, most importantly, the children whose futures it will shape. This

book is intended to be a contribution to the essential debate. That debate must

address how the curriculum and assessment can help to shape a multi-ethnic,

multilingual and pluralistic society, all sections of which share equitably in the

outcomes of a good education.

17



Chapter 1

Beginnings of the
multi-ethnic classroom

Pat Keel

We are over here because you were over there.
(Sivanandan quoted in Moore, 1975)

It is salutory to bear in mind the factors that brought black pupils into British
classrooms. We know that there have been Africans in Britain since at least
Roman times (Fryer, 1984). Their presence is documented from Elizabethan
times (e.g. File and Power, 1981). There arc communities established since the
nineteenth century in seaports such as Liverpool, Cardiff and Bristol, whose
forebears were seamen of African, Asian and Chinese origin. Those seamen,
along cith countless other black people, over the long history of slavery and
then colonialism and its irrevocable aftermath, contributed and still contribute
abundantly to the wealth and relatively raised standards of living in Europe.
Despite such vital involvement between Britain and its colonies, today the
black population here is less than 6%, about half of whom arc British-born.

The Museum of London recently held an exhibition called The Peopling of
Lomlon: overseas communities from BC to 1993. A range of documents and
artefacts showed the historical contexts relating to the lives of black people of
various backgrounds in this country. The exhibition and events around it, which

7
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drew together different London communities in sharing their experiences, have
provided pupils and teachers with invaluable material directly relevant to the
National Curriculum. For teachers especially, this exhibition offered an oppor-
tunity to fill significant gaps in background awareness essential for any modem
teacher, yet often sadly lacking in teacher training programmes.

50s-60s Immigration
Returning to the pupils with whom we are particularly concerned in this book,
their first entry in significant numbers began in the 1960s during the post-war
industrial boom. To alleviate the shortne of workers for factories in major
industrial areas, the national health service and city transport systems, the
government turned to its colonies in Asia and the Caribbean (i.e. New Com-

monwealth countries) and campaigned there for people to come and work in
Britain.

In South Asia national and state boundaries drawn during the last days of
the British Raj in 1947 were a key factor in setting off waves of migration
within the region and to other countries, including Britain. The economic
depression after the war in the Caribbean, due partly to a world-wide fall in the
prices of export crops developed under colonialism, also made it necessary for
people to leave their homes in the sun for the harsher climates of the United
States and Europe (Moore, 1975, Fryer, 1984, Carter, 1986). In 1952 the United
States restricted immigration from, among other areas, the West Indies. How-
ever, Asians and West Indians in British colonies had British passports and the
1948 Nationality Act gave them citizenship of the United Kingdom and the right
to come to live here permanently. Several thousand came in search of work and

economic stability. Their experience of a colonial education had engendered
notions of belonging and loyalty to the mother country', but their subsequent
disillusionment on arrival here is well documented (e.g. Wilson, 1978; Siva-
nandan, 1982; Rushdie, 1982; Carter, 1986).

Discrimination and disillusionment
Apart from thcir shock at coming face to face with sheer racial bigotry at street
level, they were often disillusioned over the low status work they were offered,
regardless of the skills and experience with which so many of them had come
(Fryer, op. cit). The fact that post-war economic development in Europe and
thc United States has been based largely on the exploitation of low paid, low
status immigrant workers, often kept without citizenship by regulations, is
generally ignored (Moore, op. cit). That ex ploitat ion continues, ironically hand

in hand with exaggerated paranoia across Europe about being invaded by illegal

8
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BEGINNINGS OF THE MULTI-ETHNIC CLASSROOM

immigrants and the :teed to protect European frontiers against these imagined
hordes.

The popular media have always tended to whip up latent anti-black
prejudice, especially in times of economic down-turn. Black people living in
this country become a convenient scapegoat in the simple mind, for the causes
of unemployment, lack of housing or reported increase in crime. Bankrupt
politicians often appeal to such popular notions when electioneering. Neo-nazis
basc their appeal on the same messages 'they take our jobs, houses and
social benefit'. This appeal to the emotions has won bye-elections in the '70s
(Smethick) and helped win national elections, e.g. Thatcher's 1979 speech
expressing the fear that 'our culture' (never explained) is being 'swamped'. In
September, 1993 a candidate from the largest English fascist party (BNP) won
a bye-election in Millwall, in London's cast end, a significantly impoverished
and traditionally immigrant area with a high level of Unemployment. The
mythology remains unchallenged few are interested in the facts. When the
facts are examined and they probably never have bccn in the popular media

statistics on unemployment, housing, social services and education show,
survey upon survey, that black people as a group arc disproportionately
disadvantaged (Brown, 1984; Amin, 1992).

That British institutions, like society in general, rcspond negatively to black
people would seem a large factor in explaining this disadvantage, admitted in
major inquiries such- as Scarman (1981) and Swann (1985). Although net
emigration from Britain has consistently been higher than nct immigration over
the past 25 years with the exception of one year (Twitchin, 1988)
immigration law and policies have been systematically tightened against black
people. They continue to face often grossly unfair immigration procedures,
even as visitors. The media and politicians constantly exploit the immigration
of black people as representing a dangerous 'swamping' of the country, when
no statistics exist to support the claim.

The UK has not conducted empirical research into thc actual social and
economic effects that immigrants have on the country of settlement. In Ger-
many there is an extensive programme of research, looking at the impact of
Turkish Gastwerkers and the East German Auskinders in particular. The
evidence points to a substantial net gain to the host country. Immigrants use
less than the indigenous population of the resources devoted to health care and
social care and with their labour and industry contribute disproportionately
highly to the wealth of their host country (Spencer, 1994).

It is no wonder in the face of pervasive negativity to black people, that the
Race Relations Acts of 1965, 1967, 1968 and 1976 had little in the way of a

04
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will to make them effective. Rather, experience over the years since they were

put into place, has demonstrated their inadequacy in bringing individual Lases

of racial discrimination to court, and of getting redress. However, they have

served as a tool in bringing about thc adoption of equal opportunities policies

in various institutions including LEAs, although it is said that these policies

are often mere pieces of paper, filed and forgotten (Richardson, 1983; Troyna

and Ball, 1983; Macdonald et al, 1989).
The Commission for Racial Equality (CRE) has successfully supported a

numbcr of cases where racial discrimination has be:_n proved, thus establishing
important precedents, notably in employment practice, and some in education,
mentioned later in Chapter 9. Nevertheless, thc number of proven cascs remains
dismally low, compared to the number of complaints received (Klein, 1993).
Much work is needed to extend the use of the law as it stands, and to
demonstrate its present weakness and lobby for its strengthening. In March
1994 a private member's bill successfully removed an upper limit (previously
2,000.00) for fincs for proven racial discrimination.

In recent years vicious racial attacks have escalated dramatically, while

nco-nazis are gaining support acioss Europe. The Runneymede Trust tracks
race issues policies, pplicing, immigration, harassment, etc in Britain and

European countries. Their monthly bulletin indicates that manifestations of
racism have steadily increased. Part of this trend has been the lack of govern-
ment action to counter racism at any level. Black staff in some legal depart-

ments in local authorities have begun to set out procedures for workers in
housing, social services departments and education for dealing with complaints
of racial attacks or harassment. These procedures ensure that information,
which can facilitate charges being brought to court, is elicited and recorded
when a complaint is first made. However, it may be that thc EC will lead more
pertinently on law against racial discrimination and violence.

Within the last decade we have witnessed repeated legislation resulting in
major social reform, e.g. ncw laws relating to tax, trade unions, health, housing,
welfare, policing, penal and judical systems. We are yet to work out the full
implications of such legislation in terms of racial justice, or at least in relation
to the Race Relation Acts. This was illustrated in the context of the 1988
Education Reform Act, where a parent's right to choose, in this case to remove
hcr child from a school on racial grounds, was upheld first by the Secretary of
State for Education, and then in the courts (Hillcole Group, 1991, Troyna and

Hatcher, 1992).
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Responses in Education
A further cause of disillusionment for black settlers of the 1950s and 60s from
South Asia and the Caribbean was the education of their children. They had
learnt to place importance on education as a means of improving prospects for
better paid and higher status jobs. Their generally low job status in this country
led them to base their hopes on their children's education. This would be the
means by which their children, if not they themselves, would be fulfilled in
status and economic well-being. Running parallel with this expectation was
their faith and trust in the UK education system. In their countries of origin,
teachers were respected and trusted with the task of educating the children. As
a rule parents did not interfere with the school. They could assume that their
responsibility lay in taking care of their children at home. By the mid 1970s,
they realised that in Britain it was significantly otherwise, and that they would
have to intervene to prevent neglect or mismanagement of their children's
education within the system (Coard, 1971; Carter, 1986).

The first government response in education to the arrival of children new to
English in schools was based on the belief that they should be taught English
as quickly as possible and be assimilated into English culture. Teachers were
assigned the task of teaching these children English in separate units either in
the school or off-site. The emphasis was on teaching them English until they
knew enough to join the mainstream curriculum. It was assumed that Caribbean
children were not new to English and they weie expected to cope in the British
classroom. They after all did not have the 'language problems' of their Asian
counterparts. The latter group were described by some educationists as ' non-
English speakers'. More recently, thc .. have been named more positively as
'bilinguals' or 'emerging bilinizuals'.

Bussing
In 1965 the Department for Education and Science (DES), without consulting
black parents, allowed LEAs to practice 'bussing' or dispersal of black children
from their local schools, wherever they might otherwise form over a third of
the roll, to spread them across other schools. The reason offered was that
dispersal would be good for these children educationally, assist assimilation,
and even benefit the majority cultures. It is significant that no white children
were subjected to the inconvenience (Klein, 1)93). Black children spent time
and energy on travel and were more vulnerable out of their area to racial
harassment (Dhondy et al, 1982). The somewhat contradictory rationale only
thinly disguised a more pressing need to assuage the complaints coming from
white parents. They believed that the presence of black pupils was disadvan-
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taging their children in diverting too much teacher attention. Troyna and
Williams (1986) have shown how the state, in failing to acknowledge under-

lying racism, has constantly been at odds with itself in making coherent policy

in relation to the presence of black children.

Provision for English Language teaching
In 1966 the government responded in Section 11 of the Local Government Act

to complaints from local authorities about their financial burdens caused by
servicing the needs of large numbers of 'immigrants' from the New Common-

wealth. This legislation provided local authorities with extra funds paid through

the Home Office, based on numbers settled within the authority, for services

in housing, social services and education. The bulk of funding has always gone

to education. The fund paid 75% towards the salary costs of staff employed 'in

addition' to mainstream staff, to service the 'special needs' of those of New
Commonwealth origin 'whose language or customs differ from the rest of the

community' (Home Office). Schools with numbers of New Commonwealth
children were allocated staff whose salaries were 75% Home Office funded.

Teachers who provided the children with English language support were
usually paid for in this way, and for many of them teaching English as a Second

Language (ESL) became their career (See Chapters 3 and 9).
Children new to English could spend extensive periods in an English

language support unit, to all intents and purposes being immersed in 'second
language' English, but missing out meanwhile on the mainstream curriculum.
Texts used then show the inadequacy of 'second language' English teaching,

particularly in its stilted usage and lack of practical context. Line drawings of
objects illustrated sentences like 'This is a house'. Children remained isolated
from their indigenous peers and therefore unable to pick up the real language
of communication in the classroo i and playground. They could fall signifi-
cantly behind their peers in the rest of the curriculum, and by the mid 70s it

was evident that there was serious cause for concern ree,arding the achievement

levels of black pupils.
It is worth recalling that the Bullock Report (1975) had at that time argued

for the necessity to recoQnise a child's home language and culture, and to reflect
these in the curriculum. Bullock also stressed that every teacher, through the
medium of their subject, uses language, and therefore has significant oppor-
tunities for teaching language while transmitting particular subject knowledge.
The advice seems to have fallen on deaf ears. There was no sign of it being
taken up in teacher training. In schools, there was generally complete disregard
for the children's home langune or cultural background. These were seen as
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irrelevant at best at worst, home languages were seen as impediments to
progress in learning English and assimilating into English culture. Use of home
languages at school was frowned upon by teachers, and they often advised
families preferably not to speak it at home either. Many Asians will confirm
this experience. There were numerous instances of closed minds towards
accommodating home cultures within the context of the school. For example,
Sikh boys often faced objections to their turbans, and cases of dispute persisted
into recent years (CRE, 1991) over such matters as girls not being permitted
to wear hijab (headscarf) or shalwar karneez; a Rastafarian asked to cut his hair
`properly'.

The Caribbean child, on the other hand, although bussed along with Asian
children, was perceived by teachers as one who should understand and use
English as a first language and therefore as not eligible for English language
support. That the child often appeared not to correspond with this expectation
was probably struck teachers as perversity. It is only with the last decade that
there has been a growing realisation that Caribbean children also bring with
them background languages or at least other varieties of English. Linguistic
studies of Creoles have led to their acceptance as separate language systems.
A lack of awareness of such realities, coupled with the presence of historically
rooted racial prejudice, contributed to Caribbean pupils coming to be placed
with excessive frequency during the 60s in lower attainment bands. They were
also disproportionately diagnosed as 'educationally subnormal' and consigned
to ESN schools, or units for children with learning and behavioural difficulties
(Coard, 1971). One authority was prepared to admit that they were guilty ofso
discriminating against Caribbean origin boys (see Carter, 1986), but refused to
do anything to put matters right for them.

'Underachievement'
By the 1970s, attention was being focused on the underachievement of black
children. ILEA Research and Statistics Group surveys (1967) were showing
lower levels of a'tainment for black as against indigenous children. The
Newsom and Plow len Reports in the 60s had linked underachievement and
lower socio-cconomkc background but, during the 70s, black parents and
teachers (see Maxwll, 1968; Coard, 1971; Stonc, 1981) began identifying the
ways that the education system was discriminating against their children. Black
parent, student and community groups frequently protested in inner-city areas
about issues such as bussing or dispersal, segregation in separate units, and
about their overall dissatisfaction with the educational provision being offered
to them and the relatively poor Outcomes in terms of examinations and jobs.
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They acted by organising thcir own alternative or support provision (Carter,

1986). In the Saturday or supplementary schools they set up, an atmosphere of

strong identity, support and motivation provided some redress to pupils whose

parents sent them there. Otherwise black pupils often faced a prospect of poor
school-leaving certificates and job opportunities.

Black communities have over the years expressed their views of a system
that by its ethnocentricity ignored the cultural and linguistic backgrounds of
black pupils or even operated directly negative images and stereotypes (sec

also Chapter 7). Research suggested that black children had poor self-images

(Milner, 1975). They preferred to have white friends, represented themselves

as white in drawings, etc. These attitudes were seen to be the consequence of

an ethnocentric education system and then strongly linked with their poor
achievement (e.g. Bagley and Coard, 1975; Milner, 1975). This line of reason-
ing led to the ideology of the multicultural curriculum or differentialcurriculum

for black pupils (e.g. Black Studies) aimed at positively representing black
people and thereby building better self-images for black pupils. The rhetoric
of the need for a multicultural curriculum for a multicultural society penetrated
to documents from thc Department of Education (e.g. DES, 1977), and is still

in evidence today in patchcs of the National Curriculum. It can now, as it was
thcn, be takcn up in practice or ignored, depending on the persuasion of
individual teachers, schools and LEAs.

Multicultural education
During the 1980s multicultural education was assumed by some white enthusi-
asts as the antidote to all the past deficiencies in the system. Many teachers,

schools and some LEAs, backed by DES statements and some centrally
provided INSET at the time, set about building positive images of black
cultures and languages. Ethnic minority festivals were celebrated at school
assemblies, grateful parents often providing the appropriate food, dress and
music. 'Welcome' notices in various languages adorned school entrances, and
one still sees displays of cultural artefacts. Unfortunately, those initiatives on

their own could not tackle the problem at its roots.
Major publishers realised the market value and rushed in with a plethora of

illustrations for at least the covers of books, which now might include a token
black or brown face. However, the quality of new materials has improved over
time. There are some excellent examples of books now, in terms of both themes
and illustrations (See Klein, 1984,1985; Brooking, Foster and Smith, 1987).
Nevertheless, school libraries may still have materials with negative bias or
glaring omissions, often to the point of gross misinformation. There are, for
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instance, many distortions of fact in the histories of the Egyptians and other
African civilisations.

Teacher Education
On the whole, core courses in teacher education have failed to reflect the
learning needs of black and bilingual children, let alone address the pedagogic
underpinnings of multicultural education, so that it might become acceptable
as legitimate curriculum development (Jones and Street-Porter, 1989). Studies
to support curriculum development along these lines (at first specifically to
raise issues of race in the classroom) was led in the 70s by Lawrence Stenhouse
in the Schools Council Humanities Project. But the materials produced were
not acceptable to the DES, and this significant initiative in confronting racism
was lost to policy development nationally (Stenhouse et al, 1982).

Thus without central government endorsement, there has beena situation in
which so-called multicultural education initiatives become, as critics have
suggested, bolted on, tokenistic, and pedagogically untested. Right-wing critics
labelled multicultural education as a political bandwagon, and later used it as
a target for attacking Labour-held LEAs, where such initiatives were being
taken into schools. Other critics, both black and white, dismissed the initiatives
as 'saris, somosas and steelbands', and exposed it as largely rhetoric which
ignores core racism in the. system (Troyna and Williams, 1986).

Identifying racism
Maureen Stone's (1981) research challenged the notion that black children
necessarily suffer from poor self-image. She argues that in a society that is
chronically racist, tinkering with the curriculum to make it suitable for black
children is not going to change the society they have to face on leaving school.
She believed it to be a myth that multicultural education would equip black
children with the skills and certificates needed in the world of work. She
advocated that teachers concentrate on formally teaching children essential
knowledge, skills and abilities rather than assuming a role in therapies for
improving self-concept. She pointed to the success of supplementary schools
in providing basic knowledge and skills as worthy of emulation.

The government's responses in education from the late 1960s included
various committee inquiries into the education of black pupils. The most
significant of these was the government Committee of Inquiry chaired by
Anthony Rampton. Black members of that committee insisted on identifying
racism as a key factor for change in education (Carter, 1986). There had been
a similar experience with the Scarman inquiry into the 1981 inner-city disturb-
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ances and that report eventually identified racism as a key factor. Both reports
contributed to an important shift from seeing black cultures and languages as

the problem, to recognising that the problem rested deep within white society's

attitudinal and institutional racism. The struggle over achieving this shift saw

the resignation of Rampton and several other members in the troubled years of

the inquiry. Under Swann the final report, EducationforAll, emerged in 1985,

with a mass of evidence pointing to the general underachievement of black and

bilingual pupils, and the causes in the system for this failure, of which a major

cause was the racism identified as permeating the system. The recommenda-

tions caused bitter disappointment in failing to endorse bilingual education as

part of the curriculum needed for a culturally plural society, but it did strongly

recommend that a curriculum that sought to challenge racism was appr3priate

for all pupils.
During the late 1980s, advocates for multicultural education argued for an

underlying emphasis on challenging racism within curriculum development.

Many teachers innovated in their classrooms and developed appropriate teach-

ing materials, and literature appeared suggesting approaches in curriculum

subjects (e.g. Craft and Klein, 1986; Gill and Levidow, 1987). This movement

has continued to date. Materials have been produced inexpensively at LEA

teacher centres (e.g. Birmingham, Coventry, Leicester, Bradford, Sheffield,
Avon, Brent, Hounslow, and many others) but there is as yet no co-ordinated

dissemination of these materials, produced in the first instance for use in local

schools. Consequently, wide-spread use of some excellent classroom and

school practice has been relatively slower than if there had been the will in the

DES to support initiatives and co-ordinate dissemination. Also there has
probably been some unnecessary duplication of effort in producing materials.

Meanwhile the publication of useful material in journals (e.g. Multicultural

Teaching, Issues in Race and Education) has grown, and a number of useful

books are now available to guide the subject teachers who are committed to

principles of education for equal opportunities in a multiethnic society. The
Runneymede Trust's Teaching for Equality Educational resources on race
and gender, by Brooking, Foster and Smith, (1987), has gone a good way in a

tracking exercise that obviously needs regular updating. Equality Assurance
(Runnymede, 1993) offers a comprehensive approach across the curriculum
and an annotated sectional list of relevant resources.
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The 1988 Education Reform Act
The developing focus on racism, sexism and on principles of equality and
justice during the '80s influenced institutions across the country to adopt equal
opportunities policies, at least on paper. Unfortunately, conservative govern-
ments have generally not been enthusiastic about principles of equality, and
there may now be a trend towards eschewing such principles in favour of
'quality', 'efficiency' and 'value for money'. However, as argued in Equality
Assurance and by Minhas in chapter 8 here, equality of opportunity must be
addressed if quality in education is to be achieved.

Throughout the last decade we have seen legislation which has increased
state influence in areas of civil life. The 'poll' tax and trade union reforms are
examples. Education has been another arena for the government's political
agenda, especially in reducing the power of its main opposition party in
metropolitan areas.

Thus the 1988 Education Reform Act has reformed previous processes for
the administration of education to make it more centrally prescribed, while
appearing to offer more choice and power to the individual. The rationale upon
which the reforms have been based are popular goals: of entitlement for every
child to the National Curriculum, increasing parental choice and control in their
children's education, and raising standards in education. Within the framework
of the Act,the main processes by which these goals are to be reached are (a)
local management of schools by their governing bodies (as against LEA
management) and (b) the National Curriculum and Assessment.

We are nearly half a decade into the legislation taking effect and it is fair to
say that full evaluation will necessarily take time. As far as children's entitle-
ment is concerned, it is already clear that in practice there will not be similar
access to the curriculum for all groups of children. Groups with disadvantages
historically linked to poor socio-economic background, gender, ethnicity and
language are not safeguarded from deficits in the system which have tended to
compound their original disadvantage.

'Parental choice'
Overall parental choice and influence is likely to be diminished across all social
groups. Practical experience points to the likelihood that families (if they are
all not expected to get on their proverbial bikes), will still depend on places for
their children at the nearest school. Shopping around for the best bargain is
neither practically nor economically possible for most people. In reality it
would appear that schools might now be choosing their pupils!
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However, some parents will have the ability to choose better schools, and
they will tend to be people in higher socio-economic classes. Two major effects
can be anticipated from the exercise of this kind of advantage. One is that
schools will become progressively divided along class lines. The second,
evidenced in the Dewsbury and Cleveland cases, is that racism will have a new
free ride in manipulating enrolment, and schools will tend to become divided
along racial lines. Patsy Daniels, in Chapter 7, explains how the new arrange-
ments for school governing bodies further threaten equal opportunities for

black minorities.

'Raising standards'
The government's other main plank for the reforms is 'raising standards', partly
by operating 'market forces' or competition through local management and the
publications of Key Stage and public examination results achieved by each
institution. Experience indicates that although schools may be enjoying in-
creased autonomy over their finances and management, each institution has to
put considerable resources towards complex administration systems, pre-
viously dealt with centrally by the LEA. This puts schools with less chances
of financial backing, e.g. from better-off parents, at a disadvantage. Forced into
competition with other schools for better academic results, selection at intake
and banding will be strongly tempting, unless critcria for judging schools
incorporates 'value-added' aspects. All these factors tend to adversely affect
inner-city schools, and therefore those with large numbers of black children.

The role OFSTED, as Rehana Minhas explains in Chapter 8, will be
paramount in drawing a high profile for the grounds on which schools are
failing black children. Already there have been potentially influential reports
from OFSTED incorporating these areas of weakness. The most recent, Edu-
cational Support for Minority Ethnic Communities (OFSTED, 1994) identifies
successful practice by schools and LEAs in their use of Section 11 grant monies
(See Chapter 9). The next few years will demonstrate OFSTED's actual impact
on central policy and practice as well as that of schools.

Two other measures share a similar government rationale of 'raising stand-
ards'. One is reforming initial teacher education so that a major part takes place
in the domain of schools rather than higher education institutions. The other is
introducing regular appraisal of teachers, with an implication that salaries
might become performance-related. There may be a case for increasing the
practical classroom-based elements of teacher education, and for using apprai-
sal positively for professional and institutional development. But where are the
safeguards against unfairness and discrimination? The position of black
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teachers, for example, already documented as undermined through racism
(CRE, 1988), could become much worse under the new measures.

At face value, the declared goals of raising standards and extending parental
choice are shared by everyone. However, the means or processes by which the
goals are said to be achievable are in doubt. If the processes, by their nature,
invite the operation of biases (by ethnicity, gender; class, and so on), then we
are in danger of producing results with undesirable differentials. Some schools,
particularly in prosperous areas, will already have 'better' resources, support,
teachers, reputations, and be better able to maintain their edge on other schools,
the bottom strata of which, without intervention, will remain less able to give
children a fair deal. In relation to ethnicity, the way seems even more o..Jen now
for racial and cultural discrimination in many contexts.

The main concern of this book is the way the National Curriculum and its
assessment impacts on black pupils. They affect all pupils similarly with regard
to:

whether the content of the curriculum is appropriate in scope and materials

whether the range of teaching styles used for delivery motivates learning

how and when, and the purposes for which, learning is assessed

In considering these issues in relation to black children, however, the challenge
to the long-established child-centred approach is complex and demanding for
teachers. Their awareness of each child's learning needs requires enough
knowledge about individual linguistic and cultural backgrounds for them to be
able sensitively to take these into account in planning for teaching, learning
and assessment processes. There are several ways in which the National
Curriculum and its assessment have tended to militate against the teacher taking
account of these considerations.

Curriculum content has been inflexibly prescribed in its quantity and
sequencing of Statements of Attainment (SoAs), now Level Descriptions.
Teachers have been obliged, to be concerned with ticking off the numefous
'Statements' or 'descriptions' in endless boxed record sheets. I low then could
they concentrate on the more imporiant and also time-consuming judgements
about how best to motivate and progress each individual's learning? It is little
wonder that after two years of desperately attempting to satisfy original
expectations of the official authors of the National Curriculum, the volume of
protests fsim teachers grew and culminated in the wide-spread boycotts of the
Key Stage 3 tcsts in Summer, 1993 and to a large extent in 1994.
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Dearing Review and Report
The government was obliged to acknowledge the need for a review of the
National Curriculum and assessment and Sir Ron Dearing was appointed to
head this task. For the first time the teaching profession was approached for

their views. Dearing's preliminary findings were that the curriculum and
assessment requirements were overloaded and would need slimming down to

become more manageable.
The final Dearing Report proposed a reduction of the mandatory curriculum,

especially outside the core subjects, leaving a theoretical average 20% of time
for teachers to use at their own discretion. The number of Statements of
Attainment for subjects would be reduced but the 10-level scale retained. The
new curriculum was to be finalised by the end of 1994 and introduced in

September 1995.
Although the review has gone some way towards appeasing angry teachers

in reducing work-load, fundamental issues e.g. content in particular subjects,
the fact is that the validity of the 10-level scale across all subjects and the
appropriateness of some of the Attainment Targets and SoAs or Level Descrip-
tions, have not been addressed. Teachers have found that not much has changed.
Requirements are still relatively inflexible and administratively burdensome,
particularly now that teacher assessment is to be more extensively part of Key

Stage assessment .
Of most concern to us here, the Dearing Report took no account of bilingual

children (except in Wales) and their language development (see chapters 3 and
5). In such a scenario teachers are unlikely to have the time or the inclination
t. incorporate content of relevance or interest to minority groups of pupils.
They seem obliged to keep within the confines of a National Curriculum and
assessment programme that in itself makes little attempt to accommodate
cultural and linguistic diversity. These issues are taken up in more detail in later

chapters.
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Chapter 2

An inexact science
issues of assessment

Pauline Lyseight-jones

The achievement or underachievement of our children presents us with com-
plex, many-layered problems. As demonstrated throughout this chapter, social
science research can show association but cannot with ccrtainty prove cau-
sality. Children from ethnic minority backgrounds are part of many other
subgroups too, determined by gender, by religious, class and economic back-
ground, by physical, intellectual or academic ability, by the styles of parenting
of their families. Consequently, some of the factors which impinge on the life
of a girl or the life of a wealthy child may also be part of the picture of a
particular child from an ethnic minority background.

Our children operate in many dimensions. The way that these dimensions
relate one with another is our puzzle and deep interest.

A brief glimpse at history
The children currently in the British system of education who come from cthnic
minority backgrounds are but the most recent of a range of migrations of
peoples to these islands. Polish and Czech people, Caribbean people, Kenyan
and Ugandan people, Pakistani and Bangladeshi people, Somalian and Eritrean
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people are among the many who have settled in Britain. They leave the lands
of their birth for a variety of reasons. Their arrival in Britain and the reception
they receive will be coloured by the reasons for their movement and by cultural
factors. Sympathy or tolerance may be thc first outwardly expressed feelings
to incomers but, regardless of the initial reception, immigrant groups will at
some time feel isolated, rejected or ostracised and will eventually encounter
disrespect froni the larger community. These factors may make the immigrant
group dysfunctional or ensure that it locks into itself to gain strength and
support.

Even with the probability of a less than happy experience of becoming part
of British society, immigrants in Britain usually have an advantage over the
receiving community thcy know more about Britain and the ways of its
people, than thc British know about their backgrounds. For example, the
immigrant will know that English is the language of England, that England has
a monarchy and that most people live in houses. Many teachersmight not know

the home language of the ethnic minority children they teach, whether their
country of origin (or their parents' country of origin) is a republic, a monarchy
or an autocracy nor what kind of shelter is usual for the majority of the
population. This kind of lack of knowledge and curiosity about people may be
the legacy of Empire. Unfortunately, such attitudes were exported when Britain
sent its sons and daughters to settle in other lands. Terman wrote in 1916 that
a low level of intelligence...

is very common among Spanish-Indian and Mexican families of the
South-west and also among Negroes. Their dullness seems to be racial or
at least inherent in thc family stocks from which they come... The writer
predicts that... there will be discovered enormously significant racial
differences in general intelligence, differences which cannot be wiped
out by any scheme of mental culture.

Children of this group should be segregated in special classes.., they
cannot master abstractions but they can often be made efficient workers...
There is no possibility at present of convincing society that they should
not be allowed to reproduce, although from a eugenic point of view they
constitute a grave problem because of their unusually prolific breeding.

In 1927 sterilisation laws in parts of the USA established as legal fact the core
asscrtion of biological determinism: that degenerate characteristics were trans-
mitted through the genes. Such degenerate characteristics included 'criminals,
epileptics, drug fiends and drunkards'. (In the event, the sterilisation pro-
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gramme targeted the whites in thc Southcrn States, with the aim of 'purifying'
the 'white race.')

The purpose of offering this brief background is to emphasise that irrational
viewpoints may have behind them the forces of respectability that scientific
enquiry endorses. Progress away from those views on to more accurate
standpoints and conclusions does not mean that the original views have been
entirely eradicated or forgotten. Thcy live in the folk or cultural memory as a
nagging doubt.

Today few would claim that IQ difference (that is, academic intelligence)
between ethnic groups was genetically based. Clearly, the environment, the
nurture aspect, is of great importance. Early development of testing systems
ignored this factor.

Thus, during World War 1, the (US) Army Alpha test asked Polish, Italian
and Jewish immigrants to identify the product manufactured by Smith and
Wesson and to give the nicknames of players in a professional baseball team.
For immigrants who could not speak English, the (US) Army Beta test was
designed as a 'non-verbal' measure of 'innate intelligence'. That test asked the
immigrants to point out what was missimz from each of a set of drawings. The
set included a drawing of a tennis éourt with the net missing. The immigrants
who could not answcr questions of this kind were thereby shown to be
genetically inferior to the tennis-playing psychologist who devised such tests
for adults.

This story of test development continues. It charts tests designed to ensure
fairness to both boys and girls but still includes items which throw up differen-
ces of performance between social classes or between ethnic groups precisely
because it is thcsc differences in knowledge that thc tests are mcant to measure.

yests arc designed to discriminate between factors and groups. They may
be designed as measuring tools. People came to test-design and test-develop-
ment with their own prejudices. If test designers presume that different popu-
lations are similar or expect that different populations should operate to the
conventions and mores of only onc societal group thcn the designer will also
expect that the results of the tcsts which they design should be treated as valid

ven whcn thcy cannot be so.
More recent research looks at a wide range of factors when considering

cognitive attainment among children: social background and incomc arc good
predictors. Family variables, such as size and birth order, also appear to be
related to educational outcomes. Again, while it is clear that there is an
association or relation between these factors and attainment, actual causality
or its mechanics are not proven.
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The issue of race and achievement has been extensively debated (Rampton

1981, Swann 1985, Eggleston 1986, Tomlinson 1990). Within that discussion

has been the ever-present spectre of under-achievement. This has the potential

to present us with problems. What if children given special support by, say,
Section 11 funding, achieve as well as thcir peers or better do we applaud

their teachers and take away the support, applaud the children and take away

the support, or say 'there must be some mistake' and keep the support? Reports

from the old Inner London Education Authority and from the present Inner

London Boroughs on the achievement of children in public examinations seem
to be showing a picture of achievement which does not put black children, as

a homogeneous group, at the bottom of the heap. So what do we do now?

Perception
How wc view our world and how wc view the world of others makes a
difference to our expectations of ourselves and of others. We, as teachers, still

tend to have a notion of what our position is in society and the parents of

children whom we tcach have similar personal, perceptual frameworks. I
believe that there are two main prevailing perceptions which parents hold of

thcir children and thcir children's achievements.
The first is that the child will achieve no more than thc parent. This notion

is founded on issues of self-esteem, 'what's wrong with our way of life' and

on a wish for children to fit into society to be happy and not to be hurt.
The second is that the child should achieve more than the parent, but not

much more. This is not due to low expectations but to lack of knowledge of
other opportunitics. I shall try to explain what I mean. Firstly, consider thrcc
adolescents with similar achievements and academic ability: the student who
went to a secondary modern school or was not in thc top stream of thc
comprehensive might be advised to bc a bank clerk, the student in the top stream

or who attends grammar school might be advised to be a bank manger, while
the student at public school might be expected to enter banking as a merchant
banker in the City Of London. Or take Pools winners. On winning a vast amount

of money the pools winn. 's next move is almost always to a house that is one

better than thc one they live in at thc moment. So, terraced becomes semi-de-
tached with a bigger garden or more bedrooms. Thc knowledge of thc breadth
of possibilities is not there yet and, like many previously fat people who have
slimmed but still go through doors sideways, they can't sec themselves properly
yet.

You may be thinking that some parents hold totally unrealistic expectations

of their children the cliché is that they want them to become brain surgeons.
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younger school pupils. Children are required not just to be able to read and
write but to write for a range of audiences and to analyse texts and their own
use of language. Children (and adults) used to be able to get by on far less
knowledge. Our children are not any less able than previous generations but
we and our society are asking more of them with each passing Education Act
and each final Order. To stand still, relatively, they have to keep moving. (There
is, of course, another side to this argumel., that of the village fool 200 years
ago who was, in fact a computer whiz except that computers hadn't been
invented yet. I feel that many of us are born either before or after our time and
experience sensations of being in the wrong place, being dysfunctional because
of it). It is necessary for us to recognise that our children exhibit a wide range
of potential. The curriculum we have to teach and assess will, therefore, show
us only part of the picture, tell us only part of the story.

Thoughts on literacy
A major part of the educational agenda today is the teaching of English not
'Language' but 'English'. In the National Curriculum Assessment children who
have bccn given assistance to gain acccss to the National Curriculum by
speakers of their home language ,may not be given such assistance whcn
English is being tested. This is logical. Amongst law-makers and writers of
circulars and regulations a canon is developing which has as its first principle:
'There is such a thing as universal literacy. It is achievable by doing these things
in this sequence.' If we believe that a narrow approach to teaching will improve
the possibility of best achievement of all of our children, we are wrong.

Four more little storics what do these tell you about reading?

Story I :

A boy of under two years was watching thc television. Up on the scrccn
came the number '2'. The boy immediately said 'Two'. The mother
thought, 'Crumbs, this boy can read'. She furthcr thought 'He's making
associations of symbols as having meanings. I must make him some flash
cards of familiar objects to build up his sight vocabulary' (well, shc was
a teacher). He was reading fluently before he began school.
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Story 2:

A girl who had been a member of the public library since shc was eight

months old who was surrounded by books and reading and words, and

went to a stimulating nurscry school was not interested in learning to
read...not even out of envy. Three weeks before she was due to start school

she said, 'I want to learn to read'. Her mother took this as meaning, 'and

I want to know how to rcad straight-away' and wcnt out and bought a
three-stage proprietary reading package. The little girl was reading well

by the time she started school.

Story 3:

A teacher had a class of nine and ten year olds for two and half tcrms.
During that time they had very little formal (that is, planned for) teaching.
They spent the time fighting amongst themselves, throwing things at thc

teacher and generally being nuisances. When the teacher left, another
teacher was drafted in to calm the class down. That teacher also had
responsibility for testing the reading attainment of all children in the
school annually and recording these as Reading Ages. The children in this
neglected class made, with very few exceptions, phenomenal jumps of
two, three and more years in their Reading Ages. Moreover, they sustained

this gain throughout their primary school career. It would seem that when
the children had got borcd with turmoil, they rcad. Thcy read what they
liked, when they liked and for as long as they wished, with support from
whom-so-ever (other than the teacher) in the classroom.

Story 4:

On one occasion I used an SRA Reading Laboratory which focused on
Comprehension Skills. I used it with a new class of nine and ten ycar olds.

I uscd it with scepticism. The system worked.
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younger school pupils. Children are required not just to be able to read n nd
write but to write for a range of audiences and to analyse texts and their own
use of language. Children (and adults) used to be able to get by on far less
knowledge. Our children are not any less able than previous generations but
we and our society are asking more of them with each passing Education Act
and each final Order. To stand still, relatively, they have to keep moving. (There
is, of course, another side to this argument that of the village fool 200 years
ago who was, in fact a computer whiz except that computers hadn't been
invented yet. I feel that many of us are born either before or after our time and
experience sensations of being in the wrong place, being dysfunctional because
of it). It is necessary for us to recognise that our children exhibit a wide range
of potential. The curriculum we have to teach and assess will, therefore, show
us only part of the picture, tell us only part of the story.

Thoughts on literacy
A major part of the educational agenda today is the teaching of English not
'Language' but 'English'. In the National Curriculum Assessment children who
have been given assistance to gain access to the National Curriculum by
speakers of their home language may ::Dt be given such assistance when
English is being tested. This is logical. Amongst law-makers and writers of
circulars and regulations a canon is developing which has as its first principle:
'There is such a thing as universal literacy. It is achievable by doing these things
in this sequence.' If we believe that a narrow approach to teaching will improve
the possibility of best achievement of all of our children, we are wrong.

Four more little stories what do these tell you about reading?

Story 1:

A boy of under two years was watching thc television. Up on the scrccn
came the number '2'. The boy immediately said 'Two'. The mother
thought, 'Crumbs, this boy can read'. Shc further thought 'He's making
associations of symbols as having meanings. I must make him some flash
cards of familiar objects to build up his sight vocabulary' (well, she was
a teacher). He was reading fluently before he began school.
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Story 2:

A girl who had been a member of the public library since shc was eight

months old -- who was surrounded by books and reading and words, and

went to a stimulating nursery school was not interested in learning to

read...not even out of envy. Three weeks before she was due to start school

she said, 'I want to learn to read'. Her mother took this as meaning, 'and

I want to know how to read straight-away' and went out and bought a
three-stage proprietary reading package. The little girl was reading well

by the time she started school.

Story 3:

A teacher had a class of nine and ten ycar olds for two and half terms.

During that time they had very little formal (that is, planned for) teaching.

They spent the time fighting amongst themselves, throwing things at the

teacher and generally being nuisances. When the teacher left, another

teacher was drafted in to calm the class down. That teacher also had

responsibility for testing the reading attainment of all children in the

school annually and recording these as Reading Ages. The children in this

neglected class made, with very few exceptions, phenomenal jumps of

two, three and more years in their Reading Ages. Moreover, they sustained

this gain throughout their primary school career. It would seem that when

the children had got bored with turmoil, they read. They read what they

liked, when they liked and for as long as they wished, with support from

whom-so-ever (other than the teacher) in the classroom.

Story 4:

On one occasion I used an SRA Reading Laboratory which focused on

Comprehension Skills. I used it with a new class of nine and ten year olds.

I used it with scepticism. Thc system worked.
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At the moment, Reading Recovery programmes are being given a very good
press. I would suggest that if I, as a child, had 30 minutcs daily, exclusive,
focused time with my teacher, it would be amazing if I did not show progress
in the focuscd-upon arca. (This indicates the need for support staff to be
timctabled to particular children and meticulously to plan the support they offer
each child.) Individual support is what many parents can give to their own
children but teachers clearly cannot give to classes of 30 children or more.
Somc educational objectives are impossible to achieve or are unreasonable,
given the reality of the staffing and resourcing of so many of our schools.

Somn practical points
Learning styles, like teaching styles, vary considerably. To be able to respond
to children we need to know about them who they are and the ways they
learn. To know them we need to observe them. After observing them we need
to plan for them.

Observe one child each day or observe one activity each day or ensure that
there is a structure for conferring and consulting.

Certain children from ethnic minority backgrounds might need English
Language support for some part of their school careers. They might also need
support which could be termed induction. That is, guidance on and knowledge
about how the school system works its culture, norms and mores. Add the
effects of dislocation or transition and we may discover that such pupils need
special support. School staff need to devise effective methods of identifying,
monitoring and supporting children with special educational needs. The dis-
tinction would need to be made, at the very least, between children whose
academic potential is at least average but where more knowledge of English
and induction into the system are needed, and children whose special needs
include the possibility that they have a specific learning difficulty.

Support staff need to have programmes which support individual children
or groups of children. Such programmes should be complementary to the main
teaching programmes in which the child or children take part. So programme
planning should, as far as possible, be done in conjunction with relevant class
or subject teachers. All teachers who teach a child as part of timetabled
provision should be contributing to the record-keeping, evidence-gathering,
observation, assessment and reporting process.

In the case of secondary schools, cross-departmental meetings or a ides-
/ire/noire circulated to all staff should focus on the special or technical language
of each subject its jargon. This would enable language support staff to
pre-empt sonic needs and be part (II a drive to make all teachers aware of the
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necessity to support children who have specific needs. It would help teachers

to ensure that children were not unduly disadvantaged when taking pat `. in the

formal aspects of National Curriculum Assessment. At present, translations of

technical terms may be used at end of KS3 assessment (though not in English)

but not the translated definitions of the words. So meaning has to be transmitted,

discussed and understood before the assessment is carried out.
If pupils are to be brought up to the assessment and have long or short term

special educational needs or specific learning difficulties, it will be necessary

for the whole battery of possible support to be in place throughout the greater

part of their taught timetable and not just during end-of-Key Stage assessment.
SCAA allows for a range of support to be offered at end-of-key stage assess-
ment. This includes extra time, use of readers and amanuensis, transcription,
translation, use of braille and so on. Such support should not come as an
unfamiliar surprise to children popping up only at end-of-Key Stage
assessment time. If these supports are needed to help children attain their
maximum at testing or assessment time, they can clearly also help children to

achieve of their best on a daily basis.

Disapplication
So far we have looked at issues which affect teachers' decisions about the

children in their charge and at some practical issues which surround assessment
and the needs of children from ethnic minority backgrounds. Progressively that

commentary has moved into the area of the statutory assessment process.
The 1988 Education Reform Act describcd a National Curriculum and

stipulated that there would be an assessment process by which pupils would be

formally assessed at the ages of 7, 11, 14 and 16. At all but age 7 the results
would be reported. 'Reported' meant being published as individual school
scores by national government.

It became clear that the National Curriculum was not a curriculum for all

but a curriculum for 'those who are like us'. The people who put together the

Bill and described Attainment Targets in National Curriculum subjects did not
have children with severe learning difficulties in mind, nor the autistic nor the

refugee nor the transient child, nor the child for whom English was not the

home language, nor the hospitalised child. The assessment system, too, ignored

such children. nachers of children with severe or moderate learning difficul-

ties are counselled to introduce a 'small steps' curriculum, breaking down the

Statements of Attainment into even smaller bits. (These are scheduled to
disappear following the Dearing review.) Reference Notes which accompany
the end of KS1 assessment were introduced in 1992 by the School Examin-
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ations and Assessment Council (SEAC) to assist teachers in making modifica-
tions to the assessment for children with a range of special educational needs.
Even so, the ten-level National Curriculum is now under attack from right- and
left-wingers alike. The assessment system is being brought to its knees by the
secondary school lobby (though there is a bitter-sweet justice in that, since it
is a secondary school model National Curriculum) and SEAC quietly removed
'diagnostic' as one of the purposes of assessment leaving only 'evaluative,
formative and summative'.

The system of assessment was being asked to do too many things. Its greatest
value, to my mind, was in assisting the individual teacher and the individual
child and in creating common ground for discussion teacher-to-teacher. Its
major public use has been as part of National Government propaganda and the
bread and meat of right-wing newspapers trying earnestly to batter so-called
'looney left' teachers, schools and authorities.

Many head teachers have had to consider whether, even with public account-
ability, it is right to put children through the National Curriculum Assessment.
Many head teachers are saying that the activity is not appropriate for the needs
of particular children. By mid 1993, rebellion against the tests was widespread
among professionals.

Most children with Special Educational Needs can be brought to at least the
foothills of the National Curriculum but they may not be able to be formally
assessed. As the children get older, the case for disapplying some of them from
elements of the National Curriculum or delaying the end of a Key Stage
programme or disapplying them from the assessment process becomes more
compelling. The decision making must take account of individual pupil stress
and possible low attainment outcomes which become part of the school level
results showing a less high attainment rate for the school as a whole. The
alternative is for the child to follow an appropriate, non-NC programme with
the child's parents being made aware of their progress in the areas which were
to be focused upon. The number of pupils disapplied from the National
Curriculum Assessment might reflect poorly on some schools.

Some school staff find pupils recently arrived in England a source of
difficulty when it comes to end of Key Stage assessment. For some staff the
answer is to disapply all of the children who are in this position. (Indeed, in the
first year of KS1 assessment requests were made in at least one authority for
all children for whom English was a second language to be disapplied from the
assessment, regardless of the children's competence and fluency in English or
how long the children had been in England.) Other school staffs put all bilingual
children into a younger age group, arguing on both social and educational
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grounds. If the child really is a recent arrival, disapplication from the SATS or
tests may indeed be appropdate but this would not and should not mean that

teacher assessment should not take place. If the child has been put into a
younger age group there is no disapplication process to follow, as the children

will not have reached the end-of-Key Stage programmes of study. When they
do, they will be older than their classmates but eligible to do the end-of-Key
Stage Assessment administered to their classmates.

If the school judges that a pupil is still not able to take part in the formal
end-of-Key Stage assessment at this point, then a special direction should be
sought as part of the process towards giving the child a statement of special
educational need.

The important issue here is to make sure that the school staff have appropri-
ate support structures and strategies for its pupil intake. The assessment,
observation, monitoring, reviewing and reporting systems must Nork, other-
wise we could see a repetition of the pattern identified by Bernard Coard
(1971). That is, children from ethnic minority backgrounds will be disapplied
from the National Curriculum and/or its related assessment for no reason other
than their ethnic origins. And as a consequence their life chances will be
effectively altered almost inevitably for the worse.

Some outcomes of National Curriculum Assessment
Earlier in this chapter we noted that causality is difficult to prove in social
science research. In the words of one advisory teacher: 'A school finds that all
of its children achieve well in science in comparison to another school. Most
of the children at the school wear trainers. Therefore, trainers make you good
at science'. Of course they don't. We must be careful of saying that one factor
causes another. What we can say is that one factor might be associated with
another, then use our own powers of analysis to consider whether and why
there should be such an association and whether or not it is valid.

Analysis of one borough's end-of-Key Stage I assessment results has shown
that being eligible for free school meals, having a home language which is not
English and having received Section 11 support in the year of the assessment
all have a negative effect on group scores. This does not mean that not giving
children Section 11 support will increase their scores. It means, rather, that
children who fall into these groups, as a group, achieve less well than their
peers. We also find that girls as a group show higher achievement than boys
as a group across all assessed subjects, but most strikingly in English. Birth-
date has an effect on National Curriculum assessment outcomes: the younger
children in the cohort, as a group, achieve less well than older children.
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In our own work, we found that class size of 31 or more had a positive effect
on assessment outcomes while vertical grouping had a negative effect. Our best
investigations lead us to a possible explanation. Our schools with classes of 31
or over made the decision to group children in this way because of lack of
physical space not lack of teaching staff therefore, such children were
often receiving more than one full-time teacher's working time in their class.
Vertically-grouped classes tended to be created when numbers of children in
the year group affected had changed to such an extent that the school could
only provide either an additional part-time teacher or reduce a full-time
teaching post. This tended to mean that the vertically grouped class had one
teacher managing two year groups. This was the outcome of management and
financial factors, not a decision determined according to best curricular or
teaching practice.

Before leavinu, the subject it is worth reading the following, from Primary
Education (1965):

The Special Problems of Wales

The underlying principles of life and education are the same for Wales
and England. It is the good fortune of the Welsh children that they can,
throughout their lives, participate in two national cultures, both of which
form part of the European tradition, and which have been inextricably
associated with one another for many centuries. One of the central aims
of \Velsh schools must be to extended to Welsh children the benefits of
association with England and its language and literature and participation
in its intellectual achievement and, at the same time, to maintain and
nurture their respect for the best of their particular heritage.

What do we need to do?
Firstly, there is no shortage of good practitioners, of printed resources nor of
appropriate strategies for supporting children from ethnic minority back-
grounds who have particular educational needs, whether long or short term.
This point requires no labouring here. What we do need to do is to remain
sceptical about the validity of the broad National Curriculum assessment
outcomes while at the same time speculating 'what if it's all true?' and act as
if it might be.

Each child has a social history known to their teachers, which describes
hierarchy of achievement or educational expectation. Some children arc ex-
pected to achieve more than others because of factors which have little or
nothing to do with their own potential. This is a recir ,t for self-fulfilling
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prophecy and can even override all other conditions influencing each child's

likely educational progress.
Research confirms lower achievement in certain groups of children and

might link other factors with this low achievement (such as the low educational
attainment of many mothers from Bangladesh). But this is not the same as

causality.
Assessment results allow us to look more closely at groups who under-

achieve and to consider why this should be so, while remembering always that
each individual within that group will not necessarily exhibit the expected/pre-
dicted or recorded behaviour of the group. So at Key Stage 1, for example, a
young boy whose home language is not English, who is taught in a class of
under 30 which is vertically grouped, is eligible for free school meals and who
has received Section 11 support in the last academic year, might achieve level

4 across the board. An older girl whose home language is English, who is taught

in a dass of 31 or more pupils of the same age and who does not need free
school meals might achieve no more than level 1 throughout.

This is a blunt tool but not an irrelevant one.
Think again: 'what if the children who had Section 11 support because their

home language wasn't English were found, as a group, to be out-performing
their year groups what would we do then?'

Assessment of school children is an inexact science. We are hampered in
our endeavours by both the misconceptions of history and the misrepresenta-
tion of politics. Our children are owed more than this.
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Chapter 3

Educational Responses to
Linguistic Diversity

Updesh Porter and Pat Keel

When Rudolf Nureyev died, media reports made much of the fact that he spoke
not only English and his mother tongue Russian but also French, Spanish and
Italian. Yet how many children in our schools get credit for speaking a range
of languages besides English? A strait-jacket National Curriculum fails to do
justice to the linguistic diversity existing in schools in Britain, especially when
the languages that the children speak do not happen to be European languages
(sec also Chapter 7).

One of the markcd features of modern Britain is the multi-ethnic composi-
tion of its population, yet the place of languages other than English in the lives
of school children has been seriously underestimated by educators. Various
national and local research studies indicate the linguistic diversity in our
schools.. Surveys have shown (Linguistic Minorities Project, 1983, 1985; also
LEA based surveys, e.g. in Bradford, Coventry, Haringey, Peterborough and
Waltham Forest) that particularly in inncr-city areas there are sizeable numbers
of pupils who speak at least one language other than English at home. In
1980/81 Haringey was found to have over 30% bilingual children, and a local
survey of Ealing in 1989 showed a percentage of 41.5.
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At an official level it is acknowledged that we are a linguistically diverse
nation but there is frequent evidence of ambivalences. For example, Swann
states that:

In order to lay the foundation for a genuinely pluralistic society the
education system must, we believe, both cater for the linguistic needs of
ethnic minority pupils and also take full advantage of the opportunities
offered for the education of all pupils by the linguistic diversity in our
society (Swann, 1985, chapter 7).

Similar sentiments supporting linguistic and cultural diversity are echoed in
National Curriculum statements and guidance documents (see for example
NCC Circular No. 11 and English Non-Statutory Guidance). However, official
statements always stop short of adopting a really multilingual approach to
language development. If we consider the battle over the English curriculum,
it is clear that there are political forces that powerfully resist any broad approach
to language.

English Curriculum
Before the advent of the National Curriculum, the government had set up a
working party to make recommendations for the improvement of English
language teaching first under Kingman and later, Cox (LINC Project). The
reports of both Kingman (see Bell, 1991, Multicultural Teaching 10.1) and Cox
were disregarded and their approaches to language development, which would
build pupils' awareness of the nuts and bolts of linguistic communication, were
never put into practice on a national scale.

Some fifteen years earlier, Bullock (1975) suggested approaches to language
by which every teacher would contribute to raising language awareness
through their subject, and pupils would have their language developed across
the curriculum. Hark at echoes in the National Curriculum:

and:
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Language is the means of learning throughout the school curriculum and
throughout every Key Stage. The Statutory Orders and the non-statutory
guidance for Science, Mathematics and Technology emphasise this point.
It is essential that opportunities arc created to develop children's learning
through language and as users of language, in all curriculum areas (para
1.1 English Non-Statutory Guidance Al).
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Pupils' knowledge about language is increased by discussion and analysis
of their own use of language. They should develop an understanding of
both the structure of language and how it is uscd (para 1.6 English
Non-Statutory Guidance Al).

But if teachers have not been initially or subsequently trained to carry this out,
aren't these just fine words? The LINC Project would have pupils developing
an appreciation of the different registers and varieties of English in this country
and beyond, so giving due recognition to regional accents and forms of
expression. Such an approach has proved out of tune with the narrower
emphasis required by the government on 'Standard English', which stresses
'correct' pronunciation, grammar and spelling (Cox, Dec. 1992, Opinions,
Channel 4). The prescribed English Literature reading lists for Key Stage 3 arc
similarly restricted to an 'establishment' or traditional model, to which many
people, including English teachers have responded with dismay.

Thc Dearing review elicited many well-argued representations which
pleaded the necessity to consider thc language development patterns of biling-
ual children (see also Chapter 5). The Draft Proposals for English have ignored
these pleas. They reveal the same narrow perspectives as before, prompting a
fresh round of protest.

Bilingualism
With such a narrow path being marked out for Language, it is not surprising
that bilingual children are largely seen as a problem, even when they are being
apparently positively considered The fact that in Wales bilingual education
flourishes is presented as a situation peculiar to that part of the world! Only
there are children's bilingual skills regarded as legitimate. Schools teach Welsh,
English and other Europcan languages and the curriculum is taught bilingually.
The Welsh Language Education Development Committee, set up by the
Government as a result of pressure in Wales, asserts that Welsh-medium
instruction should be offered to every child, irrespective of age or ability.
According to the Times (26.10.92):

In the traditional rural Welsh-speaking heartland of Gwynedd and Dyfed,
the education authorities aim to make every child bilingual by the age of
eleven.

However, the lessons of the Welsh model have not been applied in England,
where the intention has remained since the 1960s to assimilate bilingual
children into a British curriculum, primarily by making them fluent in English.
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All detailed advice (eg in Non-Statutory Guidance in the Programmes of Study,

and in the NCC Circular No. 11 Linguistic Diversity and the National Curricu-

lum and the School Assessment Folder Key Stage 1) faintly disguise this

intention. For example:

Children come to school already with a background of language, some-

times more than one language. The programmes of study emphasise the

need to build upon this, and to provide children with opportunities to

extend and develop their use of English (eg POS2 in AT1; POS2 in AT2;

POS4 in AT3) (para 1.4 English Non-Statutory Guidance Al).

This does seem supportive of the children's first language, but if there is a

complete absence of first language teaching, particularly at primary level, then

how can a teacher be sure that the first language is fact being developed and is

capable of being built upon? Isn't the main stress on the requirement to 'extend

and develop their use of English'? The same appears to be true of the following:

In Key Stage 1, particularly, the knowledge parents have of their child's

development is indispensable to teachers. Where children are new to

English, their families will be an important source of information about

their competence in their first language (para 1.5 English Non-Statutory

Guidance Al).

If this is a recognition of the wealth of language with which some children

arrive, and that skills in home languages should be used as the foundation for

English language development, then a model of this approach was provided by

the Primary Language Record introduced by ILEA, which was welcomed by

many teachers as incorporating a sensitive framework for promoting the
language development of children new to English. Valuing and supporting

bilingual development was central to ILEA's approach. Teachers were encour-

aged to consult parents regularly about their child's progress in school and at

home.
Of course families should be drawn into involvement with their children's

education in the way suggested by the Guidance, but this advice needs to be

matched with actual support for 'their competence in their first language'. Also

the area of home-school links is one which lacks central thought, advice and

staffing. Again, an INSET programme should be instigated to support all

teachers in putting such links into action. The processes by which home-school

links are successfully built with ethnic minority parents and communities are

not appreciated fully in many schools. The Intercultural Education Project
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which grew out of the Collaborative Learning Project has a strong focus on
home-school liaison.

Even when teachers have the utmost sympathy towards valuing and suppor-
ting bilingual development it is difficult to sustain this in the classroom when
there is no central policy nor the backing of resources. That policy must be
concerned, as Robinson (1985) points out, 'with the linguistic needs of biling-
ual children both in terms of the acquisition and use of English and also in terms
of the acquisition, use and maintenance of their mother-tongues.'

Robinson observes that 'the fact that most of the children from ethnic
minorities are bilingual or bidialectal has largely been ignored'. The school's
response, often through multicultural policies promoted in the 1980s, ad-
dressed issues only at a 'rather superficial' level. He argues that 'the real issue
of multicultural education, that of linguistic diversity, has been almost totally
neglected'. For education the significance of multilingual communities poses
too many problems. The issue is further contaminated by confrontational
politics: the hard right has located issues of equality and justice in the left-wing
camp and lumped in 'ethnic minority' issues.

Language Status
Besides, deeply held prejudices carry over into negative attitudes to the
language of black people. Terms such as 'mumbo-jumbo' and 'double dutch'
are not used by coincidence. European languages are named Modern Foreign
Languages in the secondary curriculum and the languages of ethnic minorities
are called Community Languages. Although there is now parity in examination
status, there are disincentives for secondary schools to offer examinations. It
is legally required that the school should have the staff and resources to offer
a Modern Language first of all, before the school can make arrangements to
cater for pupils' choices of Community Language.

Unfortunately these attitudes regarding English as the dominant language
and the general knowledge base have affected the pupils in school. Within one
generation in a community like Southall, a language 'shift' has taken place.
Children prefer to speak English at home rather than Panjabi. Educationists are
aware of these 'transitional' bilingual communities and research (Tosi, 1982)
has shown that children in these communities go through a period of 'semi-lin-
gualism'. They are neither fully proficient in their mother tongue nor in English
and their cognitive development is consequently vulnerable.

The DES-funded Mother Tongue and English Teaching Project in Bradford
(MOTEI', 1979-80) examined the value of using the first language as well as
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English in the early years of schooling. The experimental group was taught
through the medium of Panjabi for half the day and in English for the rest.

Not only did the experimental group develop their mother tongues to a
far greater degree than bad the control groups, their acquisition of English
had not suffered; on the contrary, their skills in English had developed
slightly faster than those of the control groups (Rees and Fitzpatrick,
1981).

Studies in Canada, the United States, Europe and in this country have linked
first language maintenance to positive effects on learning second languages
and on achievement in general (eg the Bradford MOTET Project). Others
suggest that bilingual skill may lead to higher levels of cognitive development
(Vygotsky, 1962; Gregory and Kelly, 1994).

Resourcing First Language Maintenance
A frequent excuse for not providing bilingual education is the shortage of
bilingual teachers, especially in schools where pupils speak a variety of
languages. However, where there are major language groups in one region
eg Urdu in Bradford, Gujarati in Leicester and Brent, Panjabi in Ealing,
Houslow and Birmingham, Bengali in London's East End, Turkish and Greek
in North London it is possible for local authorities to make provision for the
maintenance of these languages.

Hargreaves (1983) found that: 'a largn number of schools, understandably
but disappointingly, feel that the problems involved in mother tongue provision
are too complex to be coped with and do nothing'. ILEA's rich linguistic
diversity in thc classrooms was promoted effectively because of ILEA's
intensively promoted equal opportunitics policy: As Hargreaves explains:

We remain very firmly convinced that mother tongue provision is an
essential ingredient in any programme designed to combat under-
achievement amongst ethnic minorities and urge both divisional inspec-
tors and divisional education officers to review current practice in thcir
area with a view to improving access to provision.

Parents' views
Parents who arc aware of these issues feel strongly about thc maintenance of
thcir language, culture and identity. The relationship between language and
cultural idcntity is very important and they fear that their children arc losing
their identity and that their cultural values are declining. Rees (1984) believes
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that cultural identity and cultural values are expressed through a particular
language:

Experience in many bilingual societies suggests that ethnic identity and
religious affiliation are bound up with language use and will tend to
ensure the survival for long periods of time of the bilingual language of
ethnic minorities.

From my experience of Panjabi in a high school in Southall, it was clear that
parents and students saw the teaching of Community Languages as a means of
achieving social and cultural harmony in their homes. A sixth former stressed
the role of the home languages like this:

When you are with you family and relations you speak your mother
tongue. You don't speak English or French. Panjabi reminds you who you
are because although you are living in England you are Asian, you are
Panjabi, and your parents come from Panjab originally. It helps you to
remember who you are. I would like to tell my children that they are not
English as such. If you forget your language you lose a very big part of
your culture.

Yet teachers often assume that, because some ethnic minority parents have no
wish to see their home languages taught in the school ,11(1 want their children
to use only English, this is the view of all parents. The research of Verity Khan
(1980) and Rees and Fitzpatrick (1981) suggest that it is not. Both parents and
teachers need to develop their understanding of the issues involved in the use
of more than one language in the school.

Deculturation and Assimilation
Hamers and Blanc (1989) argue that:

In a hat monious acculturation process a person acquires cultural rules
and integrates them appropriately with his primary culture. This leads to
the development of a bicultural identity. But when an individual adapts
to a new culture at the expense of his primary culture we speak of 'a
process of deculturation.'

Deculturation would, then, eventually lead to assimilation. In any case the
theory breaks down when skin colour and racism are also factors. School
policies should be sensitive to the emotional dilemmas of children in their
schools and should encourage harmonious amalgamation of two or more
cultures into one's identity.

5 2
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Cummins (1981) found that a common feature of ethnic minority students
with academic problems is 'characterised in ambivalence towards the majority
group and insecurity about the value of their own cultures' and even by being
ashamed of their home language. And negative attitudes of teachers towards
pupils who speak languages or even versions of English that differ from their
own, means that children soon learn that their home language is not valued at

school. Edwards (1978) argues that:

Negative attitudes to language rather than linguistic deprivation may be
responsible in part for the under-performance of West Indian children in
British schools and there are strong links between attitudes towards
language and attitudes towards speakers of that language.

Cox (1991) made clear in his report that it was impossible to prescribe a single
policy for the teaching of English for all schools. His working group was
sensitive to different views of the main aims of English teaching. One of the
aims, he said, 'is to add Standard English to the repertoire, not to replace other
dialects or languages'.

According to Edwards (1978) the poor educational performance of African-
Caribbean students is associated with their low esteem and feelings of infe-
riority towards their own dialects. The pattern of 'bicultural ambivalence' can
also be seen among black, Mexican-American students in the USA and is traced
to the historical tradition of segregation and discrimination. On the other hand,

Skutnabb-Kagas and Toukomma (1976) showed that Mexican-American and
Finnish immigrant students who immigrated after several years of schooling
in their home countries, achieved higher academic performance than those born
within a minority context. Could this be the reason that Vietnamese children
appear to achieve so well in education in England?

Morrison (TES 14.6.91) found out through An Viet, a cultural organisation
which compiles statistical information about Vietnamese educational achieve-
ments, that 70% of the 500 who passed A-levels in 1990 went on to high
education. Of those, 20% went to Oxbridge, 20% to London and just under half
to redbrick universities. Of the 1984 intake into university, when most had been

in this country for only a few years, eleven Vietnamese have now completed
doctorates and 40 are about to do so.
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Underachievement
At a national level the main issue with which virtually all the media have been
occupied regarding the education of ethnic minorities has been their under
achievement. The smaller body of research into the achievement or other-
wise of the providers of education: Coard (1971), Stone (1981), Eggleston
(1986), Smith and Tomlinson (1989), Gillborn (1990) has received far less
attention. This may have something to do with the fact that all these researchers
eschewed the model of the 'underachieving pupil' and focused instead on the
attitudes, policies and lctices of the teachers and schools, demonstrating their
discriminatory outcome,. The Swann Report (1985) was again concerned with
underachievement and, as we have seen, while making positive references to
minority languages, considered 'language' largely in the contcxt of English.
For instance:

The English language is the central unifying fictor in 'being British', and
is the key to participation on equal terms as a fuil member of this society
(Swann, 1985, chapter 7).

It has bccn rightly pointed out that the Report 'ignores the pluralist values
underlying the multilingual approach to language policies and mother-tongue
teaching in particular' (Khan, 1985). In 1990 the Home Office revised its
.Section 11 funding arrangements in education (see Chapter 9 for fuller discus-

:

sion of Section 11) and once auain concern for the underachievement of cthnic
minorities is expressed:

The Government's aim is to help thc members of such communities to
benefit fully from opportunities for educational, economic and social
development. To this end thc grant has provided and will provide support
in the teaching of English, in strategics aimed at improving educational
performance... (Home Office, 1990)

These guidelines leave no room for the possibility of bilingual approaches
either to language learning or to education in general. The Home Office
Guidelines state that money will not be given to local authorities for pro-
grammes aimed at raising achievement through multicultural approaches:

The Government fully recognises the benefits that derive from the main-
tenance of religious, artistic, cultural and linguistic traditions among
ethnic minority communities. It does not, however, consider Section 11
grant to he an appropriate use for initiatives aimed a such purposes.

5
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The Home Office expects linguistic and cultural maintenance to be the respon-
sibility of the communities themselves.

Assessment of Bilingual Pupils
In Chapter 5 Maggie Grave lle and Elaine Sturman explain how the School
Assessment Folder Key Stage 1 fails to make adequate provision for their
statutory assessment and how bilingual skills and linguistic understanding arL
discounted. As Stubbs (1989) observes:

Bilingual children do not anywhere (in the National Curriculum require-
ments) get credit for their knowledge of two or more languages... The
assumption appears to be that bilingual education in Britain is ruled out
and that English should become the 'first language' of the children
themselves. Language loss appears to be recommended.

Moreover, teachers receive no national guidelines or training in the relevant
area. They need to understand the processes bilingual learners go through in
the development of their first and subsequent languages, since this has obvious
implications for how they assess pupils, particularly in any summative assess-
ment which is to be reported, e.g. the Standard Assessment Task results. So far
class teachers rely totally on Section 11 teachers for this. Where there are only
a few bilingual pupils in a school, they may be given no specialist support
whatever. Secondly, the generally age-related So As and Standard Assessment
Task results do not allow for particular stages and processes of bilingual pupils'
learning. As anyone with experience of learning a second language knows, it
takes time to reach levels of competence. Research indicates that fluency in a
new language takes between two to four years for most children.

The danger is that children who have had only two years of learning Eilglish
and are struggling to master basic skills in English might be labelled as
underachievers or as having special educational needs. The Times Educational
Supplement (23.4.1993) noted:

Some ethnic minority children are being wrongly assessed for special
educational needs, because translators or interpreters are not available
when statements are drawn up.

Equal opportunities and language policies
Throughout this book the issue of equal opportunities for multilingual pupils
s a central theme. How can there be equality of entitlement to educational
provision if children's home languages are in effect discounted? Speaking and
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learning one's own language is after all a matter of equal opportunities.
Morrison and Ridley (1989) point out that 'the curriculum is value based. It is
founded on the principle of protection and neglect of selected values'.

Language planning in England has been characterised by top-down direc-
tives from a government whose ideology includes 'linguistic assimilation'
(Warhaugh, 1986). And as Shipman (1990) says `majority teachers tend to
follow a set of beliefs or values issuing from the dominant powers in society
which has imperceptibly permeated the whole class structure'. Headteachers
are now more concerned about the successful implementation of the National
Curriculum, and the language needs of bilingual children are becoming in-
visible. Even Southall schools where Panjabi has been taught since the early
'80s are tending to decide that they can no longer offer this subject.

However, despite the opposing official tide, many teachers in a fair number
of schools across the country still work in excellent ways to encourage
multilingualism. The National Association for Language Development in the
Curriculum (NALDIC) is a group of such people, many of them teachers of
English as a Second Language. There is a growing awareness of the extent and
importance of pupil multilingualism. Strapped for cash as they may be, some
LEAs still struggle to support bilinual pupils in precisely the ways set out in
the 1993 School Assessment Folder Key Stage 1 [para B.8] (See also
Chapter 5). The list of strategies suggested as `effective practice in the assess-
ment of non-fluent children' is useful, if sometimes vague. It probably repre-
sents SEAC's hurried notes from consultation meetings held with teachers.
However, there are serious resource and training implications for carrying out
these strategies. The burden of responsibility for thier provision is blithely
dumped on LEAs and schools.

Every government is concerned with creating its own vision of society. An
attempt was made in the last decade to ignore teaching professionals and to
take control of the curriculum. It is widely recognised that right wing pressure
groups, notably the Centre for Policy Studies and the (overlapping) Hillgate
Group have had a dominant influence on education policy (Bolton, 1992).
Members of the CPS held key pcsitions in NCC and SEAC and are now heavily
represented in SCAA. The National Curriculum accordingly has a Eurocentric
perspective, and English holds supremacy over the multitude of languagesthat
exist in Britain today. Educational planners define policies within the marked
out confines of their political masters.

Nonetheless, as they develop their IDPs and determine the content, aims and
pedagogy of curricula, planners cannot afford to ignore the perspective of their
multilingual pupils and their parents. As Robinson (op cit) suggests: 'it may
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not be possible to provide teaching in all these languages , but it certainly is

possible to provide it for the major language groups'.
What kind of society do we want in the next century? If the economy of

Britain is going to expand beyond Europe, will it not use the full resources of
its citizens? Michael Mar land (1985) reminded educationalists about the lack
of vision in the approach of the USA to language and what happened as a result:

It found to its horror that it has no speakers of a whole range of world
languages. It had to start a crash course to make good the deficiency. If
we get our languages teaching right we can have a generation coming out

of schools who are bilingual and who will be a great asset to a commercial

nation like ours.

It is important that in our vision of the future, we create an ethos in education
that actively encourages everyone to increase their language awareness and
make competence in more than one language a desirable goal. Leeds for
example, has declared itself a 'multilingual city' and takes initiatives- which
promote this aspect of its life. In such an ethos we would all respect and value
the use of minority languages and exploit the rich linguistic diversity of British
classrooms. Bullock, nearly two decades ago, observed sadly that the value of
bilingualism: ' is often ignored or unrecognised by the schools', and argued that
'in a linguistically conscious nation in the modern world we should see it as an
asset, as something to be nurtured, and one of the agencies which should nurture

it is the school'.
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Chapter 4

Assessing yourq
children's learnirq

Celia Burgess-Mace2

The National Curriculum has focused public attention on assessment. There i
also an increased interest in assessment among early years professionals. Th,
Children Act has raised awareness of the need for greater partncrship betweei
agencies involved with young children and the value of developing compatibl,
forms of record-keeping across different early years settings. A furthcr inccn
tive to focus more sharply on methods of assessment will come from th,
implementation in September of thc Draft Code of practice for children will
special needs. This will require detailed observations of children to be recorde(
at several different stages, both before and after the issuing of a statement o
special educational need.

Early ycars practitioners have always kept records, oftcn developed b:
themselves or with colleagues in the same LEA, mainly in order to help then
understand and plan for children's progress. They have also kept records t1
share with parents and to pass on to the primary school or the next teacher, wit)
the aim of ensuring continuity of learning for the child.

The current interest in baseline assessment in schools, however, arises fron
a different source. Schools feel the need to prove that they are teaching childrei
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effectively and that the learning that a child can demonstrate by the age of the

Key Stage 1 tests and assessment has in fact been facilitated by the school.
Without baseline assessment on entry to school the value-added component of

a child's later performance cannot be calculated. Accordingly, many schools

are introducing baseline assessment, or are requiring of pre-school settings that

some form of record of achievement is transferred with the child.

Early years educators need to treat the issue of assessment very carefully.

We need to be clear about which purposes of assessment we are working
towards, and which models of the early years curriculum and of children's

learning underpin our models of assessment. We cannot uncritically adopt a

model handed down from National Curriculum and assessment procedures.

Positive underpinning
We may want to start by unpacking some assumptions.

Our starting point is that children of all backgrounds and abilities bring
with them, whenever thcy start school, a rich and individual collection of
knowledge, skill, attitudes and experiences, and that if we arc to devise

a learning programme for the child starting school which builds directly
on 'where the child is' we need to have some kind of systematic and
professionally valid way of documenting that competence and experi-
ence...We need to be sensitive to thc full range of knowledge children
might bring with them. We need to know where and when to look...we

need to know how to describe it...we need the skills to uncover the

culturally embedded knowledge and meanings which young children
possess, and to do so in rich detail and without judgement (Sticrer et al,

1993).

If we are assuming, as Marian Whitehead (1994) does, that young children are
experts in thrcc main areas of understanding the linguistic, the interpersonal

and the representational then the curriculum we construct will, as she says,
be 'radically different' from the National Cu, 'culum. (For detailed descrip-
tions of the early years curriculum sec Blenkin and Kelly, 1988 and EYCG,
1989 and 1992.) It follows that the way wc assess and what we record will also

be radically different. Whitehead argues that:

The daily and often undervalued mix of play, language and social skills
is the real foundation of cognitive development: its components are
more truly described as the basics than the usually cited conventions of

written language and mathematical notation.
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To assess children's development properly we must, she believes, adopt a
holistic approach both to individual children and to know ledge ...an approach
which recognises that 'children are already on their way to becoming thinkers,
readers and writers in their homes and communities' (Whitehead, 1994).

PROCESS Records
It is this holistic approach to children as learners that has underpinned the
development of approaches to assessment developed by Stierer et al at
Roehampton Institute and the London Borough of Merton in the PROCESS
record (Profiling, Recording, Observing Competencies and Experiences at the
Start of School). Instead of focusing attention on a checklist of specific skills,
this record encourages adults to comment on learning under the following
headings: interaction, attitudes, investigating and problem solving, communi-
cating, representing and interpreting; and also to comment on individual
approaches and needs, special interests or knowledge, languages spoken and
understood and physical development.

The summative record is closely related to ongoing observations of children,
and three significant observations are to be selected from the ongoing records
and transferred to the summative re'cord. The handbook explains the ways in
which the headings used overlap with several subject areas of the National
Curriculum and help to place children's progress and achievements in Attain-
ment Targets in a proper context of assessment of the whole child.

Primary Learning Records
Another very positive approach to assessing young children is that taken by
the Centre for Language in Primary Education and pioneered in their much
copied Primary Language and Primary Learning Records. The approach is well
summarised in the handbook:

Records need to keep a balance between the child centred and subject
centred approaches to learning and to provide qualitative descriptions of
learning to go alongside detailed accounts of curricular achievement.
Record keeping helps teachers'to consider how children are learning so
that they will be in a better position to support that learning. In Patterns
of Learning the model of learning is described as a continuum made up
of five dimensions. These dimensions provide an explanatory framework
for understanding and analysing children's development and progress
(Hester, 1993).
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Staff using the Primary Learning Record are encouraged to observe the

process of children's development in confidence and independence, experi-

ence, strategies used, knowledge and understanding and reflectiveness.
Several LEAs have adopted a similar approach in their early years records.

They stress the importance of careful observations of children in a variety of
normal learning contexts. Records highlight processes of learning and thinking

which are cross-curricular and recursive, and include the perceptions of parents

(Kensington and Chelsea, Sheffield, Greenwich). The approach adopted could

be described as a profiling approach in that the record is built up over time

through observational evidence.
At a more polemical level, Myra Barrs, in 1Vords notNumbers (1990), argues

cogently against models of assessment based on measuring performance

against smaller and narrower set pieces of knowledge and discreet easily

measurable skills and ignoring the broader picture, the underpinning processes
of thinking and attitudes to learning. She argues for an approach founded on
our own developing understanding of children as learners. This understanding
cannot be summed up by any checklist but can only be built up over time
through observation of children in a variety of contexts using a variety of

strategies.

Parental partnership
The Primary Language Record recognises the importance of early years
professionals taking parents and carers into partnership and acknowledging
that their knowledge of their child should be the starting point of our record.

Partnership is more honoured in the breech that the observance and this initial
parent conference might perhaps be the last until the child is about to leave the
class. This is an appalling waste of parents' insights. It is also a waste of our
insights, which if they were regularly shared with parents, could stimulate
parents to look at their child 's learning in new and exciting ways.

There are very important equalities issues in working with parents. Child-
ren's learning is contextualised within their cultures at home as well as within
the cultures of school. As professional educators we need to be aware of the
learning that children demonstrate in those very different contexts and of the
different content of that learning. Children do not perform at their best in
unfamiliar environments and may be unwilling to share what they know and
can do in situations where the adults are unaware of or unsympathetic to their

cultures.
Chris Athey describes how this became apparent in her child studies and in

working with parents:
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To assess children's development properly we must, she believes, adopt a
holistic approach both to individual children and to knowledge ...an approach
which recognises that 'children are already on their way to becoming thinkers,
readers and writers in their homes and communities' (Whitehead, 1994).

PROCESS Records
It is this holistic approach to children as learners that has underpinned the
development of approaches to assessment developed by Stierer et al at
Roehampton Institute and the London Borough of Merton in the PROCESS
record (Profiling, Recording, Observing Competencies and Experiences at the
Start of School). Instead of focusing attention on a checklist of specific skills,
this record encourages adults to comment on learning under the following
headings: interaction, attitudes, investigating and problem solving, communi-
cating, representing and interpreting; and also to comment on individual
approaches and needs, special interests or knowledge, languages spoken and
understood and physical development.

The summative record is closely related to ongoing observations of children,
and three significant observations are to be selected from the ongoing records
and transferred to the summative record. The handbook explains the ways in
which the headings used overlap with several subject areas of the National
Curriculum and help to place children's progress and achievements in Attain-
ment Targets in a proper context of assessment of the whole child.

Primary Learning Records
Another very positive approach to assessing young children is that taken by
the Centre for Language in Primary Education and pioneered in their much
copied Primary Language and Primary Learning Records. The approach is well
summarised in the handbook:

Records need to keep a balance between the child centred and subject
centred approaches to learning and to provide qualitative descriptions of
learning to go alongside detailed accounts of curricular achievement.
Record keeping helps teachers to consider how children are learning so
that they will be in a better position to support that learning. In Patterns
of Learning the model of learning is described as a continuum made up
of five dimensions. These dimensions provide an explanatory framework
for understanding and analysing children's development and progress
(Hester, 1993).
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Staff using the Primary Learning Record are encouraged to observe the
process of children's development in confidence and independence, experi-
ence, strategics used, knowledge and understanding and reflectiveness.

Several LEAs have adopted a similar approach ir their early years records.
They stress the importance of careful observations of children in a variety of
normal learning contexts. Records highlight processes of learning and thinking
which are cross-curricular and recursive, and include the perceptions of parents
(Kensington and Chelsea, Sheffield, Greenwich). The approach adopted could
be described as a profiling approach in that the record is built up over time
through observational evidence.

At a more polemical level, Myra Barrs, in nrds not Numbers (1990), argues
cogently against models of assessment based on measuring performance
against smaller and narrower set pieces of knowledge and discreet easily
measurable skills and ignoring the broader picture, the underpinning processes
of thinking and attitudes to learning. She argues for an approach founded on
our own developing understanding of children as learners. This understanding
cannot be summed up by any checklist but can only be built up over time
through observation of children in a variety of contexts using a variety of
strategies.

Parental partnership
The Primary Language Record recognises the importance of early years
professionals taking parents and carers into partnership and acknowledging
that their knowledge of their child should be the starting point of our record.
Partnership is more honoured in the breech that the observance and this initial
parent conference might perhaps be the last until the child is about to leave the
class. This is an appalling waste of parents' insights. It is also a waste of our
insights, which if they were regularly shared with parents, could stimulate
parents to look at their child's learning in new and exciting ways.

There are very important equalities issues in working with parents. Child-
ren's learning is contextualised within their cultures at home as well as within
the cultures of school. As professional educators we need to be aware of the
learning that children demonstrate in those very different contexts and of the
different content of that learning. Children do not perform at their best in
unfamiliar environments and may be unwilling to share w:lat they know and
can do in situations where the adults are unaware of or unsympathetic to their
cultures.

Chris Athey describes how this became apparent in her child studies and in
working with parents:
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Differentiate between left and right
This item is to be scored if the child responds correctly to all of the
following commands/questions

Show me your right hand
Which is your left ear?
Raise your left arm
Point to your right foot.

Knows today, tomorrow and yesterday:
credit this item if the child is able to name correctly today and name
yesterday or tomorrow.

The inadequacy of simplistic assessment models when dealing with young
children's approaches to reality are encapsulated in the poem quoted by Marian
Whitehead (1994):

He knew a lot of time: he knew
Gettinguptime, timeyouwereofftime,
Timetogohometime, TV time,

Time for my kisstime (that w,as Grantinte),
All the important times he knew,
But not half-past two.'

U.A. Fanthorpe, 1992

Any assessment process that places the child in a test type situation of
responding to questions and tasks that have been devised by the adult and have
no inherent meaning for the child must be resisted. We are asked to assess
learning that is de-contextualised from any concrete and meaningful situation.
Margaret Donaldson (1978) has shown that this is very misleading. Piaget's
famous test, purporting to show that young children cannot decentre, required
a child to look at a model of a hill and try to describe the position of the house
on the other side. If the test is repeated in the context of a storytelling that makes
sense to a young child, the child does not become confused and can decentre
very well. At a cultural level this also applies. A child will perform better in
those activities that have meaning in their own culture (Brice Heath, 1983).

Cultural Bias
Let me take another example from Keele, this time from the section on language
development. The list of items includes: 'Knows own name and several nursery
rhymes'.
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Which children will be likely to perform well on this? Naturally, the children
who know English nursery rhymes will tend to come from white, English
middle class homes. If we were to ask: Knows names and words of several
popular songs or hymns, we would get different responses. What then does this
test really tell us about language? The next question at the next level of
difficulty asks the child to: 'repeat six nursety rhymes fairly accurately.'
What if the child comes from a culture where nursery rhymes are not valued
but the Koran or Christian hymns might be?

The next question is: 'Able to hold a coherent and lengthy conversation.'
The instructions read:

This item is very strictly scored. Credit is only to be given if child
frequently holds conversations with adults and other children lasting
several minutes on diverse subjects and with coherent expressions of
thought.

Children from backgrounds where adult/child exchanges are of a different
nature than those described here will not achieve or perform well in tests of
this kind. But this does not mean that their language is deficient. It does mean
that the contexts in which their linguistic competence will be best displayed
will be different, as Labov (1969) found with the black New York children
judged by teachers to be deficient in their language development but who were
totally competent verbally in the playground.

Socialisation
The section on socialisation is equally instructive. Who decided that the most
significant indicators of early social interaction include: 'Washes hands satis-
factorily and uses knife, fork and spoon' (but presumably not chopsticks), or
that looking at children playing together so as to assess whether they 'under-
stand the concept of winning and losing'. Is this really significant? I can think
of many adults who would fail on that!

Should we really be happy to score a child an a scale of 1-7 as : 'aggressive,
often involved in quarrels' to 'timid, avoids conflict'? Is this judgement to be
made irrespective of the situation? Are we to assume that a tick at either end
of the scale is a bad thing? Black children in particular have been labelled on
these 'social behaviour measures' and time and again teachers have failed to
take into account the context of racism within which they operate. The racism
of their peers may well render positive assertion (often interpreted as aggres-
sion), or even outright aggression an appropriate, or at least understandable
response. And there are other children for whom timidity will be an appropriate
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response to a strange and demanding environment not in sympathy with their
cultural background. Unfortunately, far from being discredited, the reductionist
and selective approach legitimated in KPAG is receiving a new impetus in
approaches to baseline assessment which are strongly influenced by the Attain-
ment Targets of the National Curriculum.

Wandsworth Baseline Checklist.
The Wandsworth Baseline Checklist has been developed as an entry assessment
for children in their first term of school. It includes a section on 'Background
biography', with one line spaces for main language spoken at home, special
needs or aptitudes (' musically gifted' is the only example quoted) and a one
line space for summary of pre-school provision. There is space to record social
and emotional development, independence and ability to concentrate, persever-
ance and relationships with pupils and adults are listed under this heading. It
is not clear why these are categorised as social and emotional and not as
educational/conceptual.

It is when we get to the headings that have most similarity to subjects of the
National Curriculum that the record's purpose becomes apparent. The headings
chosen correspond to the core subjects of the National Curriculum. Under the
heading 'Mathematics' we find:

cc:ling objects by own criteria
Recognise number symbols
Understand next to, under, behind, between
Recognise and name shapes circle, square, triangle and rectangle
Order at least four objects by size.

Under the heading 'Science', there appears:

Makes observations of familiar materials and communicates these
Asks how, what, why questions
Talks about characteristics of living things
Identifies materials metal, wood, plastic, paper, cloth and glass
Identifies materials that are hard or soft.

Under the heading 'Language', we find:

Asks questions
Gives explanations
Responds to instructions
Listens and responds to stories
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Reads pictures
Looks at books for pleasure
Reading
Names or sound letters
Uses some letter symbols
Writes own name

(The scoring chart for the above does include scoring for competence in home

language as well as in English).
All the above are to be scored on a scale of 1-3 (what, in the had old days,

we used to call poor, average and above average!) There is no space on this

Checklist for narrative to substantiate any of the judgements.
In the list of items chosen to be assessed one can clearly detect the cold hand

of the National Curriculum Attainment Target criteria creeping in to early years
assessment profiles. It is even more interesting to note what is not there. For
instance in language there is nothing on children's ability to give oral accounts,
personal narratives or tell imaginative stories. There is nothing on developmen-
tal writing except the bald 'uses some letter symbols'.

In mathematics there is nothing about children using symbolic repre-
sentation, nothing on pattern, nothing on prediction nor investigation nor
hypothesising. Nothing, either, on playing with ideas involving maths.

In science, the assessment of the development of thinking and the ability to
speculate and reflect is confined solely to 'ask how, what and why questions'.
In fact middle class children have been well trained in this type of questioning.
Yet voicing such questions is not the only way children develop thinking skills

or abstract thought. Some may ask these or similar questions silently in their
heads. When we watch their experimentation in action we may get glimpses
of the processes of their thinking, but there is nothing in the record on observing

processes such as might occur in play.

Teaching to the test
I would question whether this type of record serves the interests of children or
whether it is likely to under-represent their real achievements as learners and
to restrict our view of their development. For those adults, parents or early years
pre-school workers who are in the know, it will almost certainly lead to some
form of teaching to the test. It serves the interests of those who want an easy
method of comparing narrow achievement on entry with narrow achievements
at age 7 and thus comparing school with school. In their anxiety to have

something concrete and a simple way of assessing children's skills and com-
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petence on entering nursery or reception class, adults may resort to this type of
list without pausing to consider whether it really tells them anything very
valuable about the individual child.

My point is that the selection of items for the tick list of the Can do/can't do
type is a subjective matter which might well be based on dubious criteria
unrelated to the real contexts of children's learning. Children in multi-ethnic
classrooms and working class children in general will be likely to be seen to
be underachieving if this form of assessment is used. How ethnic minority and
black and working class children have been assessed has always been a matter
of concern, not least to parents, who see their children placed in lower streams
or ability groups, see them underachieving in tests, and whose questions about
whether this is fair go unanswered. Our knowledge is ' racialised' in favour of
certain groups. This is bound to impact onto assessment. The debates about the
cultural bias in the London Reading Test seem far away, ut the cultural bias
contained in the SATs is no less worrying.

The problem with assessment and records that pick out lists of testable items
is that they limit both the teacher and the learner. They can at worst become an
alternative curriculum, so that activities are planned with narrow outcomes in
mind. This will tend to produce sterile learning situations and actually depress
real levels of achievement.

We need to ask whether teaching to the test can really support us in building
on what the child can do and understand and on what the child brings to the
learning situation. Does it not rather focus our attention on what children cannot
do, and on what certain groups of children cannot do, thus feeding assumptions
about ethnic minority children based on deficit models of their language,
culture and attitudes to child-rearing and education.

Mary Jane Drummond (1994) points to the injustice of using scales of
assessment which 'are not underpinned by any representation of the process of
children's learning.' She 2.oes on to criticise such types of 'induction screening'
because:

A

the authors do not explain how the teachers' assessments fulfil the
purpose of ensuring relevance of activity for individual children'. What
do the teachers actually do when they have assessed some at level 5 as
having excellent/good hand eye co-ordination' and some as 'poorly
co-ordinated, clumsy'...

Children have the right to be taken seriously and respectfully as lear-
ners...our assessment formats should not only teach us about learning, but
should record learning that we treasure and prize (Drummond, 1994).
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Assessment through observation
The SEAC pamphlet, Assessment Matters: observation in school science sets

out guidance on the process of scientific observation which we would perhaps

do well to note.

Observation is not a process to be carried out in isolation. It forms part

of whole investigations, where it serves some purpose. Though it appears

straightforward it is actually a very complex process. Conceptual knowl-

edge cannot be removed from the process of observation as it guides the

selection and interpretation of the observations made.

Perception of the task's purpose interacts with the knowledge and experi-

ence of the observer in deciding which features are relevant (SEAC,

1992).

If we apply this to our own observations of children as learners it becomes

apparent how crucial are our understandings of the learning we are supposed

to be observing and our understandings of the purpose which the observations

will serve.

What to assess
The most helpful distinction in my mind between a record that is useful and

one that is not is to look at whether it records learning as a process or whether

it just records isolated task achievement. This is not just a question of formative

versus summative assessment. Whether as parent or teacher, I find most useful

and exciting those observations which tell me how the child learnt something,

how the child demonstraied progress in scientific or linguistic or mathematical

understanding. No . ax against a standardised statement will ever do

this. Only a record which is an observational record with narrative comment

will.
What is useful is an understand ing.of the kinds of things to look for,although

we should be conscious that when we look we have made a choice based on a
conceptual framework. This conceptual framework needs to be spelt out, not

least so that it can be constantly rescrutinised. This is particularly important in

a multicultural context. In deciding what features are relevant we are making

cultural choices. An obvious example is the observation of children's linguistic

competence. We decide whether to observe and include children's linguistic
competence in their community languages. If we decide not to include it that

decision will have an immediate effect on what we choose to observe and how

we choose to interpret our observations. Observing a bilingual child who is
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silent in a group situation, we could simply record that the child 'had no
language'. Or we could observe that 'in group interactions in English the child
listens attentively and by joining in the activity is beginning to demonstrate
understanding of English. Mother reports that in group situations at home, the
child is very competent at expressing her wishes and observations in Turkish
and asks endless questions when they go out shopping'.

When a child is observed who 'cannot name colours and shapes of objects
correctly', we are making a decisions that naming colours or shapes is
important. Is it? Why? Parents in white English culture tend to teach tne words
for colours early on. Much pre-school adult-child talk tends to focus on this.
'What a nice jumper/coat. What colour is it?' Is it equally valued behaviour in
all cultures? The mathematical concept is to be able to discriminate between
objects based on colour, shape and size. This does not necessarily involve
naming at all. If we were to contextual ise this in observing play, would a child
habitually choose the red car which has a friction motor or the blue car which
does not?

Selective Assessment
In the baseline assessment records/checklists I have seen, I am struck with the
way that a very small number of behaviours have been selected and promoted
in significance by placing them in a baseline assessment record. So what? you
may say. But the consequences of this can possibly be quite damaging,
particularly when dealing with children from a wide variety of social and
cultural backgrounds. Because the selection process itself is biased from the
start. And that means that the judgement it prompts adults to make will be
similarly biasec, from the start. We need to remind ourselves of all the research
from the 1960s to the present that has shown the damaging effect on black and
ethnic minority and working class children and girls of stereotyped or low
teacher expectations (See, inter alia Rist, 1970, Rosenthal and Jacobson, 1968,
Davie, Butler and Goldstein, 1972, Clarricoates, 1980, Tomlinson, 1980, Mac
an Ghaill, 1988). Can we be certain that our assessment practices in the early
years are not contributing to maintaining stereotyped expectations?

Conclusion
Fortunately, early years workers themselves are daily making many more and
varied observations of their chihiren than they will record on these mechanistic
forms. They will know the children as individual learners. They will talk
excitedly to parents and to each other about a particular achievement or process
of learning. Much of the richness of their daily observations is never written
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down. However it is important that sometimes it is. It is also important that

parents have the opportunity to write things down about their children, as in

Sheila Wolfendale's record, All About Me, which parents complete.

If we do not have a written record that has 'proper respect for children's
minds, for their power to think, to create, to imagine, to explore, to reason, to

puzzle, to wonder and dream' (Drummond, 1992) and one which is able

adequately to document the diversity of their learning in different social and

cultural contexts and with different pitdagogical and cultural content, what we

are left with, or what we will have imposed on us, are the reductionist and

constricting models of assessment represented by many of the burgeoning

Baseline checklists. Children will I e labelled according to what is written down

and not on the basis of what wc really know about them. Therefore if what is

written misrepresents or racier-represents children's achievements and the

really interesting pattern of their progress in learning, we will have failed our

children.
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Chapter 5

Assessment of bilingual pupil:
issues of fluency

Maggie Gravelle and Elaine Sturman

Thc School Assessment Folder for 1993 included a section which considers
National Curriculum assessment with particular reference to bilingual pupils,
indicating a recognition of teachers' concerns and a willingness to acknowledge
and legitimise their views. Many of the points encourage discussion. Some of
thC positive ideas will support teachers in providing appropriate learning
experiences for their bilingual pupils.

Unlike in previous years, the 1994 School Assessment Folder for Key Stage 1
only supersedes the 1993 version where there have been specific changes to the
assessment arrangements. The section on fluency in the 1993 School Assessment
Folder is therefore still current at time of writing and represents the latest SCAA
advice on support for bilingual pupils.

In contrast to much of the rest of the School Assessment Folder, thc section
on the assessment of bilingual pupils does not seem to represent a clear position
on the part of its compilers. It reads more as though it were a compilation of a
range of d iffe rent responses to the 1991/2 SATs. Because of this each paragraph
should be considered independently and as a starting point for debate and
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discussion. Critical reading could lead to the development of practical

strategies in schools but the document itself provides no examples or solutions.

The School Assessment Folder does take one step forward, in that it makes

bilingual pupils visible. It does so by recognising their presence in the majority

of our schools and by acknowledging the language skills that they bring into

the classroom. It highlights the need for all teachers to 'develop a systematic

approach to teaching, learning and assessment'. Thus the responsibility for the

learning and achievement of bilingual pupils rests with the class teacher. Some

suggestions for implementing a systematic approach are given later in the

section:

any approach which ensures the children understand clearly what they

have to do, and what kind of response is expected (stopping short of
providing the answer or response itself) is to be encouraged;
presenting the task in a multicultural (or multilingual) context is often

beneficial;
understanding children's responses often requires knowledge of individ-
ual children and their particular ways of expressing themselves, including

non-verbal responses;
except in the National Curriculum subject of English, there is no general

requirement for children to express their knowledge and understanding
solely in English;
peer-group support may assist shy children who may hesitate while
expressing responses in their first language (B6.3).

all subjects at this key stage contain common elements of language.

Activities in the classroom break down into describing, sequencing and

decision making. Reading and writing break down into acquiring, cate-
gorising and using knowledge; establishing the relationships between
things; and judging what counts as good or bad, or the reasons for
following a course of action. It may well be that simple structures of this
kind will be of particular help to second language learners to understand
what they are being introduced to, and by implication what they are being

expected to demonstrate for the purposes of assessment (B6.5).

Such strategies are supportive for all pupils, not only bilingual learners. When

teachers analyse the demands of tasks and develop related activities they are

attempting to explicate the learning. It is a matter of clarification not simplifi-

cation. The School Assessment Folder implies that the 'common elements of
language' which it identifies constitutes a complete list. Not only is it incom-
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plete but also, as an abstract list it does not go far enough. Elements such as
sequencing and categorising are helpful but need to be developed as the basis
for practical activities.

Sequencing: Tasks such as recording experiments, giving instructions,
recounting events or writing a story all involve sequencing. Pupils can be given
a model, asked to put sections of a text (their own or a given text) in order or
be given some sections and asked to supply the missing parts.

Categorising: Scientific properties, personal responses (true/false,
good/bad) and ways of handling data may all involve categorisation. Pupils can
be asked to make charts, carry out and tabulate responses to surveys or sort
objects or statements.

Reading and writing: It is obviously important to think about language
structures. Pattern and repetition of language will help all children to engage
with a text and will enhance bilingual children's understanding. Texts should
be checked for idiomatic use of English which may be unfamiliar and hinder
understanding. It is also important to consider the content of reading material.
Picture and context cues should relate to the text in a meaningful way. This is
more important than trying to select texts using a notion of 'cultural fami-
liarity'. Bilingual learners need to,be offered the full range of literature; fiction
and non-fiction, realism and fantasy, challenging and easy, familiar and un-
familiar. They should not be confined to books which are stereotypically
deemed to be suitable for them.

Giving children a rich choice of material will support them in their own
writing by providing a wide range of models. In writing, placing undue
emphasis on 'correct spelling and grammar' will inhibit, in particular, develo-
ping bilinguals' imaginative and linguistic creativity.

It is most important to provide a range of collaborative activities in which
talk is essential to learning.

Bilingual children, whether they are fluent in English or not, have abilities
and achievements in their home language which can and should be
recognised and celebratci by schools (B6.2).

This is certainly true. The question remains how it is to be achieved. There have
always been a number of dangers in attempts to 'recognise and celebrate' home
language and culture. Teachers must be careful not to make assumptions about
children's experiencF:s of language, religion, home life etc. Mistaken assump-
tions can all too easily lead teachers into giving inappropriate information about
particular life-styles. This is misleading for all pupils and especially damaging
for those who are being misrepresented. It does not celebrate their abilities and
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achievements. Equally, singling out pupils and expecting them to act as
representatives of a whole culture or way of life can hinder their learning.

Culture is not, in any case, a homogeneous concept. Tokenistic references

for example including one Asian name, passing references to Carnival or

introducing a single Islamic patterned border can appear to children as a

failure to take their backgrounds seriously.
Children need to know that their language and culture is accepted and that

their experiences are relevant and can be used to help learning. We would

challenge the view that 'conflicting demands placed upon these children may

affect their learning ability ...and rate of progress' B6.8. This stems from a

middle class, Eurocentric perception that if the culture of the home and the

school are different, this will prevent children from learning. As long as

children are encouraged to treat their own experiences as equally valid this

conflict should not arise.
In assessment, we should be acknowledging the language skills which

bilinguals use automatically, for example the ability to use their languages

appropriately and without becoming confused. The cognitive advantages of

being bilingual should be made explicit to parents and children as well as to

teachers. Even at the early stages of developing English, bilingual learners can

reflect on the diversity of their language use, on the situations in which they

speak in different languages and on the similarities and differences between

their languages. It is easier for the bilingual children who are more fluent in

English to appreciate and enjoy the subtleties of language and to accept and be

interested in languages which they do not understand.
The School Assessment Folder attempts to be positive but it has not elimi-

nated deficit views. Would statements such as: 'Not all these children will

necessarily be fluent in their home language' be made about monolingual

children? One assumption behind such a statement is that bilingualism is a

problem not only for the teacher but for the children themselves. It suggests

that language development in the homes of bilingual pupils is different from

and inferior to that in monolingual, English speaking homes. Another assump-

tion is that learning in two languages will result in neither language being

acquired properly.
In the School Assessment Folder, fluency is often used to mean fluency in

English. It suggests that it is possible to identify three or four stages of English

language development 'quite precisely'. Even if it were possible to do so the

time spent in assigning stages to children could be better used. Language

acquisition is not a linear process. So it does not necessarily depend on the

length of time children have 'been within a second language learning environ-
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ment' (B6.4). The context in which language is used will make a difference to
the stage at which the child seems to be operating. It is far more useful to
observe what children do in different contexts and situations in order to make
decisions about how to support their language development, than simply to
describe their stage.

The notion of progress in fluency is based on misconceptions about the
acquisition of English. Children will develop English fluency when:

they hear it used in real situations

their understanding is supported by real objects, pictures, gestures etc.

conceptual development is enccluaged through English and any other
languages in which they feel confident

they are encouraged to use all their language skills in the learning situation.

they are presented with situations in which they need and want to com-
municate in English

they feel valued and able to take risks

they perceive a positive attitude towards their bilingualism. Even mono-
lingual teachers can recognise and use the language diversity within and
beyond the classroom by exploiting their own abilities in accent, dialect
and any other languages.

Personality is more significant than general learning ability in the development
of fluency. Factors such as motivation, confidence, 'extrovertness', stress and
sensitivity will have an effect. Teachers should strive to create an environment
which gives children time, space and/understanding. They must not conclude
that children lack 'fluency', when what they might lack is confidence.

The tone of NCC and SEAC advice has been to suggest that lower scores
for bilingual children are only to be expected and that they give teachers an
indication of need. Such low scoi CF, however, could affect the expectations of
parents, teachers and children. Most attention needs to be paid to explaining
the limitations of end of Key Stage assessment to parents, because these
assessments are not likely to indicate accurately a child's level of knowledge
and understanding. Unfortunately, these assessments are likely to impinge on
the next level of tests, and ultimately on allocations to examination tiers or
bands. The way the whole assessment system operates is bound to discriminate
against bilingual learners but it is the system that is at fault, not the children.
The procedures do not allow bilingual learners to demonstrate iheir strengths
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and may well be testing them on areas of weakness. Even schools that would

like to provide the opportunity which the assessment process allows (e.g. use

of first language in Maths and Science and a wide interpretation of how

understanding may be conveyed) do not have the resources to do so. As the

School Assessment Folder recognises, it is not enough just to offer additional

support for SATs:

The provision of additional resources such as home language adult
support should be made as part of the whole school development plan on

a consistent basis;

providing such support on an exceptional basis, during the standard

assessment task period only for example, is not likely to be helpful to

children who are not accustomed to such help (B6.2).

Increasingly, SATs are becoming an assessment of product rather than process.

Teacher assessment is recognised as allowing teachers to become more aware

of the range of pupils' experience and attainment byconsolidating them within

the records of achievement process, and by extending the range of learning

experiences and opportunities' (B6.5). This would be admirable were it not for

the emphasis on league tables which work against this broad view of learning

and achievement. The School Assessment Folder recognises the power that

teachers have to affect learning and assess achievement. Schools could con-

sider making this a priority within the IDP. The guidance to heads and teachers

(B6.7 and 6.8) could be used to support this, provided it was also backed up

with time and other resources.
It is encouraging that the School Assessment Folder gives useful strategies

for the realistic assessment of bilingual learners. We hope that teachers will

build on this to start to redress the balance for the benefit of bilingual children.

Concentrating on Teacher Assessment will continue this process and enhance

teachers' professional status.
Many of our schools, and not only these in the inner cities have pupils who

speak languages other than English. We have argued that curriculum provision

and assessment must take their needs and abilities into account. In his report

The National Curriculum and its Assessnient, Ron Dearing scarcely even

acknowledges the existence of cultural and linguistic diversity, although we

cannot be the only people who responded to his pleas and expressed our views

receiving a friendly acknowledgement.
He recommends (para. 5.20) that all students shoukl study a foreign lan-

guage at Key Stage 4, largely for reasons of economic prosperity and trade. Yet
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he fails to recognise the importance of extending and building on children's
existing language skills throughout their school years.

The majority of NCC and SEAC documents have made it clear that biling-
ualism is not and should not be regarded as a special educational need. It is
worrying that the Dearing report fails to do so. It therefore leaves the oppor-
tunity for misunderstanding and consequent low expectations, particularly in
the light of the recommendation (para 6.4ii) that pupils who are 'working below
the current prescribed ranges...continue to work at the level appropriate to
them...'

The next two years will be crucial if, as the report promises, we are to have
a subsequent period of stability. Those who are concerned with the teaching
and assessment of bilingual learners will have to maintain both vigilance and
pressure if their needs are not to be totally ignored.
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Chapti

Assessing primary progri

Elaine Sturrnan and Martin FR

The declared intention of the National Curriculum is to give all child
maintained schools the entitlement to a broad and balanced curriculun
worthy intention notwithstanding the difficulties of deciding what its ci

might be. For parei;ts and children who have been discriminated a

because of teachers' low expectations, the National Curriculum cot
welcomed as an attempt to ensure that they are no longer offered a dimit
curriculum. However 'offering' a curriculum does not in itself ensure
access to it.

There has been an official assumption that by merely prescribing
should be taught, learning will take place and standards be raised. Howl
is not a matter of feeding children dollops of content but of teachers dei
how to manage the learning process. How to break down the conte
instance, or how to make content accessible, how to relate it to the child'
experience, how the child's motivation might be affected by class, n
gender bias in the content. The teacher needs then to think about the bet
to organise the teaching of this content: the balance between individual,
or whole class organisation; the composition of groups related to pan
tasks; the type of work that takes place within the group for ex
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co-operation on a single task or differentiated individual efforts towards a

shared outcome; the differentiation of task and/or outcome.
Finally the teacher will have to decide how the content will be recorded and

assessed: how to match different forms of recording to content and pupils; what

to assess and how to do it. For example in a task involving the composition of

a piece of music, the teacher could assess the final performance; the process

of composition with a group or the method children devised to record their
composition; communication skills within the group; the allocation of tasks

within the group; individual contributions to managing the task. The teacher

needs also to evaluate all the decisions made about content, organisation and

assessment, in order to see whether s/he was successful in matching pupil,

content, method and task. We must remember that we are not only assessing

the child as learner but also ourselves as teachers. Of course this is what the

Government wants to do but in a much more simplistic way. In fact we in return

can assess the adequacy of the Government's prescriptive ideas about content.

Some of these considerations might seem unimportant because they are not

incorporated in the National Curriculum Documents but, if they are not taken

into account, the recording of progress through the National Curriculum will

be impossible. This was acknowledged by SEAC when they stressed the
importance of recording achievement wider than the National Curriculum

SoAs, and has been endorsed in the Dearing recommendations.

Assessment in context
It is important to remember that the 'Statements of Attainment' in the unrevised

National Curriculum are fallible statements made up by a group of people. They

do not necessarily reflect the ways individual children learn nor the sequence

in which they learn. There is a danger that the 'level descriptors' proposed by

Dearing to replace the SoAs will fall into the same trap. Similarly, the examples

given in SAT guidance for teachers are not the only ways to prove that a child

has reached a particular stage of development and indeed might not in them-

selves prove anything. When making their own teacher assessments and

interpreting performance in tests, teachers must retain the right to make their

own professional judgements based on their knowledge of children and the

learning process.
This is particularly important when we look at assessment in terms ofclass,

ethnicity, bilingualism and gender. The knowledge and experience children

brine to school will vary according to their background their stock of
'cultural capital' will account for some of the ways in which they interpret tasks

and communicate their thoughts. Many of the tasks in the first SATs required
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children to explain, discuss, hypothesise all language-based skills which can
easily favour the middle class native standard-English speaker over the work-
ing class or bilingual pupil. Of course this need not be the case but the teacher
has to be aware of the different ways in which an explanation could be framed.
The teacher's knowledge of language repertoires and the different types of
experience that inform them will be greatly enhanced if she works in a school
where this knowledge and experience is valued and taken into account when
the curriculum is planned.

If we concentrate too much on looking for the 'correct' explanations we can
easily miss the child who comes at the problem from an unusual angle.
Additionally, by looking for the verbal evidence we risk overlooking other
ways in which a child is demonstrating understanding or knowledge. For
example the Technology National Curriculum seeks evidence of children's
ability to perceive a need and plan a project to answer that need. A child may
well demonstrate a form of concrete planning through manipulating materials,
testing their strength or flexibility, comparing one material with another, doing
it all manually without any verbalisation, but clearly thinking it through so that
the 'plan' forms itself in her mind. That nothing is written or drawn on paper
nor verbalised does not mean thaVplanning' has not taken place.

Enriching assessment opportunities
When bilingual children in the early stages of learning English are assessed
without the aid of an interpreter, explanations need to be very carefully given
and monitored, so that we do not penalise them for their lack of understanding
of English. We asked a child how we could test whether plants needed light to
enable them to grow and she answered it we could close the windows. In
later discussions we established that we should have interpreted this as 'draw
the curtains'. Children need to be given the chance to 'show' what they would
do to establish something in science or technology, rather than just to 'tell' us.
This applies as much to those working class pupils who are less comfortable
with the school's language repertoire as it does to bilingual children.

It is clear that process-based activities are more likely than pencil and paper
tests to extend children's opportunities to demonstrate what they know and
what they can do. Despite all our misgivings about the time they took, some of
the first reported SATs, in particular Science ATI (floating and sinking) and
Maths ATI (devising a maths game), provided a richer basis for assessment.
We need to make sure that our teacher assessments provide similar oppor-
tunities. One way to do this is to look at the skills that, although expressed in
different terminology, are common to all or most National Curriculum areas
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and to base teacher assessment upon them. We can observe children carrying
out activities and observe the processes at work, by what they say to each other
and the teacher, their response to the group, and also by what they actually do.
We all know children who can explain what they are about to do, but then have
trouble doing it, because they cannot translate the theory into practice or lack
the manual dexterity. Adults might well be able to tell you what they think
makes a good 'Whodunit?' but not be able to write one, or be able to repair a
car engine but not to tell you how the internal combustion engine works.

If we don't provide activities with rich potential assessment opportunities
we won't be able to make full and fair assessments of the children. We should
be devising activities that show us how the children learn, as well as what they
have learnt. We need to take account of their knowledge and experience and to
make sure that the content we provide enables them to build on this and use it
to enhance learning. We must also find ways of making the content accessible.
This is particularly important with bilingual learners new to English. They will
need support for understanding, which is often best provided by working
collaboratively with more fluent English speakers. The example of activities
that follow were designed to fulfil these conditions through the study of a text,
Zeynep: that really happened to me. We have deliberately chosen work which
was initiated before the National Curriculum took place, to show that it is still
possible to undertake work of this kind and fulfil National Curriculum require-
ments. At the time of writing this work covered English ATI and AT2, History
AT1 and AT2, Geography AT2 and AT4 and the cross-curricular theme of
Economic Understanding.

Activity-based assessment a case study
Zeynep is the true story of a deportation case in Hackney, told by Zeynep and
her teacher. When the Hasbudak family was threatened with deportation the
children, Zeynep and Fatih, were both at William Pattcn Infant School. Parents,
children and teachers from the school campaigned to reverse the deportation
order. The story of the campaign, as told in the book, establishes a role of the
school as part of the wider community and shows that political issues cannot
be ignored when they affect the lives of children and thcir

Unlike many of the books produced for young children. Zeynep is a truc
story. It has many of the elements of good fiction build-up and release of
tension; an identified villain; celebration and sadness; friendship and mutual
support but no happy ending nor the cathartic effect of fictional tragedy.
Despite all the school's efforts, the IIashudak family was deported.
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Zeynep was chosen as a teaching resource because of its relevance to
children's own lives and its powerful potential for engaging their emotions.
Choice of material, the structure of the activities devised and the composition
of the groups who work on them all make an important contribut;on to the
effectiveness of learning. The chilesen must be able to engage with the material
in a group. The group must be supportive and allow everyone opportunity to
participate through activities which really call for collaboration.

Activities

1. Time-line to record the events in Zeyep's life as described in
the book

This demands close examination of the tcxt to identify and sequence the events.
It also enables children to think about the future, predicting the next part of
Zeynep's story and making thcir own choices about what might happen to her.
As well as providing opportunities for creative writing, this can also alleviate
some of the potentially negative feelings brought about by the ending of the

book.
The teacher selected significant events from thc text and wrote thc a on

individual cards. Thc children could refer to the book for visual support if a
word on the cards caused difficulty. The teacher asked the children to sequence
the cards in a logical order. Some of the events had a fixed point on the time-line
(eg 'born in London', 'starts school') whilst others were open to interpretation,
giving room for negotiation within the group (cg 'party at school'). Once the
cards were sequenced to the satisfaction of the group illustrations were added,
allowing the activity to be revisited and reinforced.

This activity could have been extended in a number of ways:

a. What might have happened to Zeynep since the end of the story? IIaving
established the pattern of decribing and sequencing events, the children
could use the same pattern to predict tl'.e next events in Zeynep's life and
record them on the time-line. The time-line could become the basis for a
more extended piece of writing a narrative modelled on the original
Zeynep text or a letter from Zeynep describing her experiences.

b. Time-line for Fatih, Zeynep's brother The children could decide for
themselves which events to include from the text and predict future events
for Fat ih.
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c. Individual time-lines. After these activities the children would be in a much
better position to make their own time-lines. They would be familiar with
the demands of time-line activities and have a model based on someone
else's experience hefore embarking on the sensitive process of constructing
their own.

2. Campaigning
Examples of campaigning occur and recur throughout the story. Examining
them helped the children to become familiar with the idea of campaigning, both
as portrayed in the book and also as applied to other issues. The teacher wanted
to link information from the book with children's own knowledge of other
campaigns.

The teacher identified campaigning methods from the text and wrote them
on green cards: letter writing, collecting signatures, making banners, demon-
strating, voting, having meetings, getting publicity, raising money.

Next, she selected small sections from the text (phrases and sentences,
speech and narrative) to exemplify the campaigning methods and wrote them
on blue cards.

The children rp:itched the blue cards with the green. In some cases corre-
spondence was obvious, while others exemplified more than one method so
that placing them needed negotiation. Because blue and green cards did not
match one to one, the task was at once more flexible and more demanding.

The format meant that children had to work at making sense of the text.
Copies of the book were always available so the children could reflect on the
text, note and respond to one another's ideas, and return to the matching activity
whenever they felt like it. There was no single 'right' answer.

The children also drew pictures about the campaigning methods. This was
another ongoing activity which provided extra visual support for their reading.

Children working on tasks of this kind will talk together to sort out their own
ideas and help each other negotiate the learning. For bilingual learners the peer
group provides the highest motivation for language development and ensures
that they hear models of everyday speech.

Children who are new to English need to be given access to the task, to hear
appropriate language patterns and vocabulary being repeated and to have
support with reading. Working with others who are more competent in English
will be helpful, as long as every child is able to make a contribution.

Although children often work best in friendship groups there needs to be an
understanding in the classroom that they will be expected to work in other
groupings at times. Working in friendship groups can lead to situations where
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some children are excluded or where children become so used to working
together that they no longer challenge each other. Once a pecking order is
established it can be very hard to break.

Holistic Assessment
The School Assessment Folders Key Stage One in both 1993 and 1994
promoted a wide view of acceptable evidence for teacher assessment. hey
interpret 'written work' as including charts and diagrams as well as stru ired
pieces of writing; they encourage teachas to credit children with any r( .,onse
that conveys understanding. They discuss different forms of support cnildren
might be given and accept evidence in the mother tongue for Maths and
Science. Furthermore they state that this should be part of normal classroom
practice, not a special provision for end of key stage assessment. They also
value teachers' notes and observations as important evidence. We support this
broader definition of what counts as evidence, including the use of photographs
of completed work and work in progress and tapes and videos made by teachers
and children.

Much of the assessment of collaborative work will be by observation.
Teachers need to assess the effectiveness of the group as a whole and the role
of individuals within it. They will have to respond flexibly to what they observe
by trying different groupings and knowing when to intervene to confirm a
child's understanding and when to move on. They will also be assessing the
suitability of the task and their own introduction, structuring and resourcing
and may need to change what they do in thc light of what they find.

When planning thc children's work, teachers should have some idca of the
assessment opportunities that might arise. Teachers should aim to 'build in ' a
range of different forms of assessment over the year, to give opportunities for
all the different learning processes children use to be intcgrated into their
overall assessment. Assessment methods should therefore include observation
and listening in order to record that the child's questioning and responding; the
individual's participation in the group; and interaction including facilitating,
initiating and responding.

Asking children questions about what they arc doing before, during or after
an activity will provide additional assessment information. Teachers need to
monitor theit own question technique carefully, as it is all too easy for children
to think that a 'correct' response is expected, even if and when the teacher has
no preconceptions about the answer. Encouraging children to present their
work to the class or group enables teachers to assess presentation and the
understanding demonstrated.
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It is simplistic to respond to government strictures merely by saying 'we

assess children all the time' or 'the test doesn't tell us anything we didn't know

already'. We have to make a convincing professional argument, demonstrating

how much more sophisticated our own forms of assessment are. Ongoing

assessment must allow our own provision (level of resourcing, appropriateness

of materials, groupings, suitability of teaching and learning styles, accessibility

of content) to be part of what is assessed, thus contributing to the development
of more effective teaching throughout the school. We are moving awayfrom
the limitations of individual pupil assessment to what could be termed 'whole

school assessment'. Carried out rigorously, systematically and with a willing-

ness to be self-critical and challenge shibboleths, assessment of this kind will

provide a powerful foundation for the teaching profession's challenge to
centralised control of thc education system and the dc-skilling of the teaching

profession.
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Chapter 7

The Role of Black Parents
in Schools

Patsy Daniels

Black people's experience of the education system is all to often of being treated
as unintelligent. Such experience has inhibited many black children's achieve-
ment. Some schools still tend to push black children into sport and not help
them to achieve in the academic areas of school life. Thc entitlement ensured
for every child to the National Curriculum by the Education Rcform Act of
1988 should, in thcory, put an end to these procedures.

In the 1950s and '60s, black parcnts left the formal teaching of thcir children
in thc hands of professionals. Then as the years went by they found that their
children were not attaining as highly as thcy had expected. Many, in fact, were
being labelled 'educationally subnormal' (Coard, 1971). By the early '70s
black parents had set up thcir own Saturday schools in an attcmpt to help thcir
children where the British education system failed.

A report for a London borough, Race Issues and the Development of the
Education Services (1990) makes several pertinent points. Thc rcport found
widespread dissatisfaction with the education system amongst cthnic minority
communities. Many parents were concerned about what thcy saw as lack of
discipline, failure to teach basic skills and an unstructured approach to thcir
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children's learning. Parents believed that local schools had low expectations
of their children. Some parents were told that their children were 'doing well'
but then found them entered for the bottom GCSE levels. At a local supplemen-
tary school for African Caribbean pupils, the teachers found themselves ex-
plaining and re-explaining tasks set by schools, because the children had not
had the confidence to ask teachers for help.

The process of pupil alienation seems to start in the primary school. If black
children are inquisitive and lively some white teachers seemed to react nega-
tively. Instead of encouraging pupils and channelling their curiosity, they can
frustrate them by ignoring their questions or react to their exuberance as if it
were indiscipline. Cecile Wright (1992) documents the case of Marcus, eager
to answer the teacher's questions but always ignored by her, until he becomes
restless. Where upon the teacher suddenly notices him and says: 'Sit down,
Marcus and stop fidgeting'. Teachers and other adults in the classroom were
seen to behave in less than acceptable ways. The report records cases of
tea.'hers anglicising children's names for their own convenience, sighing or
rolling their eyes when children could not carry out instructions because they
did not understand them, and making slighting comments in the staffroom
about the competence or commitment of parents.

One African Caribbean teacher who had worked with black girls found them
to be alienated by the European-orientated curriculum. No mention was made
in English classes of black writers, nor did the girls know that black scientists
or invntors existed, before she told them. They knew little about the Caribbean
and nothing about African languages and achievements.

This report was written over 20 years after issues of this kind first caused
concern. Black parents are finding that attitudes have still not changed. Yet
black parents have the same rights as white parents. It is vital that their views
are reflected on governing bodies through adequate representation. With proper
information and support, they can be suitably armed for the significant role that
governors must now play.

Local Management of Schools and the Role of Governors
The 1986 Education Act made important changes to the way schools are
managed. Under Local Management of Schools (LMS) the revised composi-
tion and duties of governing bodies have important implications for black
parents and their children. It is the new responsibilities of governors that is
most significant.

Governors are responsible by law for:
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al t the school's finances LEAs are now required to delegate budgets
to all schools with more than 200 pupils

policies on the delivery of the National Curriculum, including policies
on religious and sex education

policy on discipline and exclusions

special needs provision

complaints from parents

the annual report to parents

links with local communities

the appointment, discipline and promotion of teachers

health and safety and building maintenance at the school.

The day to day running of the school is still the responsibility of the headteacher.
Governors and headteachers have direct control of the running of the school
and the deployment of resources for the school's own education needs and
priorities. They decide the salaries of the staff, the running costs including the
budget for books and equipment. They decide how the curriculum is to be
delivered, and about matters concerning individual pupils and their parents.

Parent governors are generally people from the community who have a
genuine interest in their local school and their child 's education, and they come
from all walks of life.

Although unpaid, they are expected to take on huge responsibilities, have
varied areas of understanding and expertise, and do a good deal of work. It is
unlikely that every member of a governing body is able to take up this voluntary
work to the same degree, and therefore those who can afford more involvement
will probably have greater influence.

Governing bodies now have more parent governors and fewer LEA repre-
sentatives, and this has increased the potential influence of parents as a whole.
The idea behind this is the notion that 'parents are the consumers so they should
have the say. If you have a child at the school, you can become a parent governor
by being elected by the other parents. Or you could become a co-opted governor
if the governing body appoints you as a representative of a community, or for
any important contribution you might offer. Teacher governors represent
tenhers at the school, and there are 'minor authority' governors appointed by
the local council or LEA. Headteachers can be governors if they choose to do
SO.
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Black Governors
Across the country, few black parents have been on school governing bodies
in the past, and even today with the new arrangements there are disproportion-
ately few. This is especially true of African Caribbean parents. The Department
of Education and Science found in a survey (Keys and Fernades, 1990) that
just over 1% of governors were from ethnic minority groups. Other surveys
(CDF, 1990; CRE, 1993; and NFER, 1993) all found representation through
black governors to be disproportionately low (quoted in Bagley, 19931.

Some black parents, deeply concerned for their children's education, have
tried to become governors, but many lack confidence in the area of education.
In my experience, many have felt isolated and unwelcome on governing bodies.
They have not felt valued and have tended to be excluded from membership
of some of the key sub-committees such as finance.

Bagley's study raises crucial issues about the recruitment, training and
support of black governors. A root concern is the matter of training for all
governors in equal opportunities and race issues. Mis survey suggests a gloomy
prospect of diminishing interest from governors in taking up such specific
training because of general lack of awareness as well as financial constraints.
The possibilities for LEAs to lead in this area have been limited. Without
governors themselves actively seeking to increase black representation so that
the school's pupil population is reflected, there is usually little prospect of
parents in a predominantly white school electing black parent governors.

Experience in some LEAs covered in Bagley's study indicates that a range
of sustained strategies is required to recruit more black governors. One strategy
must tackle getting information through successfully to community groups. It
has to be done sensitively, as communities are often suspicious after past
dealings with officials. Communications should for example be offered in
community languages. There must also be adequate training and maintained
support for the people who are recruited. The role of a lone black uwernor is
difficult, yet it holds the key to recruiting others.

Most governing bodies have established subcommittees to deal with the
volume of work and to assist with the decision-making process. Governors'
meetings can be rather formal occasions and this can be inhibiting for lay
governors. A greater level of participation may come through training a9d
increasing confidence. Every governor should seek to be involved in making
crucial decisions.

Black governors and other lay governors may be reluctant to join in
discussion of curriculum matters. Given that the curriculum is central to all
children's education, every effort should be made to help black governors attain
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a reasonable lcvel of understanding through training, information and network-
ing with support groups. Judging by the NFER study on governor training,
much needs to be done to provide appropriate and adequate training and to
encourage its take-up. Self-help groups for black governors have been set up,
aimed at boosting self-confidence, and offering mutual support. There is
insufficient central support for them generally, although a few LEAs have
targeted funds such as the Urban Programme towards increasing participation
of minority groups in governing bodies.

The onus is now upon black parents to ask for and to attend seminars,
conferences and other training programmes offered by black governors groups.
This will help enable them to join the governing bodies of their children's
schools. Once there, they should get themselves elected to the committees on
which they feel confident about making an input e.g. finance, exclusions or
curriculum. This will give black parents as a whole a greater say in what
happens in their school.

Similarly, it is vital for black parents and governors to put aside divisive
communal politics and to support one another. For governors to be effective,
they must become well-informed. Practical information is regularly carried in
the Times Educational Supplement, e.g. in 'Agenda' by Joan Sallis, and most
public libraries take it. Black governors need to widen their representation on
organisations such as the National Association of Governors and Managers
(NAGM) and the National Confederation of Parents and Teachers Association
(NCPTA). Unfortunately, NAGM currently represents less than a fifth of the
estimated 340,000 governors in the country (TES 14.1. 1994, p.18; TES
.11.2.1994, p.7), and a more nationally representative body is needed for this
singularly important group of people.

Black governors should be participating via national bodies in the working
groups responsible for writing the National Curriculum and tests, to ensure that
together these are sensitive to needs of black children. However, it is probable
that their voice has been overlooked, given that in setting up the working
groups, SCAA failed to include any representation of parent groups (TES 21.
1. 1994 p.16).

Enrolment, Exclusions and SEN
Many black parents welcomed the National Curriculum and every child's
entitlement to it. They had experience of their children being taught in lower
stre:ims or bands because a school or teacher assumed that they were incapable
of following the same levels of study as the other children (Wright, 1986).
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A few schools are now opting out of LEA control and going grant- main-
tained. My experience of one such school is that it has become very selective
in its intake, weeding out black pupils and low achievers through increased
exclusion, especially of black boys. There is little to prevent this becoming
common practice. By such practice will tti, pattern of 'black underachieve-
ment' be finally institutionalised as a perpetual vicious circle? Black pupils do
poorly because of negative attitudes to them in school black pupils and their

parents have no 'choice' but to resort to the least attractive, least resourced
schools. Black parents and governors must be vigilant and actively oppose
enrolment processes that select against black pupils.

The multi-layered process of exclusion also needs to be understood by black
parents and they should be better supported by LEAs when their child is subject

to the process. A disturbing trend shows black boys as figuring disproportion-
ately highly in exclusion rates in schools across the country [Bourne et. al.,
19941. Governors play significant roles in the decisions on permanent exclu-
sion another good reason for having more black governors. Until black
children have adequate support at hearings for exclusion, they will continue to
figure highly in exclusion rates.

Curriculum and Assessment Concerns
Although entitlement to the National Curriculum is guaranteed to all children
in maintained schools in England and Wales and their progress checked against
attainment targets at every stage, there are many inadequacies in the National
Curriculum about which black parents have expressed concern (eg McNeil,
1987) and these are explored further in other chapters here.

For example, there are many languages spoken in our communities. Yet, as
we saw in Chapter 3, the National Curriculum arrangements tend to treat
French, German and Spanish as more important than the main languages from
the Indian sub-continent and Africa. A largely Anglocentric perspective in-
forms the history curriculum. What are we saying to our children, in this
multicultural society? Did not black people exist before slavery? Were they not
Kings and Queens? Were there not ancient African, Asian and Chinese civili-
sations which contributed hugely to the development of western culture and
learning? Why are these aspects of history not important to all our children?
Why is the Peter's Projection map, which reflects more accurately comparisons
of areas by size, not widely used, and compared with Mercator and other
projections? Instead, when our children are taught about Africa and the Asian
subcontinent they learn mainly about the regions' poverty but not the reasons
for it.
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As governors, black parents can ensure that questions about eurocentricism
and racial bias in the curriculum are raised at governors' meetings. It is
reasonable to expect all governors and professionals to be sympathetic to the
principle of factual accuracy and objective fairness in the curriculum. No one
wants their children to be misinformed or misled. Awareness also needs to be
raised about aspects of the hidden curriculum, such as school meals and school
dress, which can operate to discriminate against or problematise black children.

Challenging though it may be, black parents must also familiarise them-
selves with the processes of assessment and acquire some understanding of the
issues that underlie it. Familiarity with the National Curriculum and its assess-
ment system will be essential if they are to play their full expected and statutory
role. This book discusses current issues to do with assessment and black
children. Parents can also obtain documents direct from the DFE and SCAA,
or read them in the local library. Black parents should take note of special
arrangements that are allowed by SCAA, and which their child may need.

Following the Dearing Report in January 1994 schools will be receiving new
definitions of the subjects of the National Curriculum and their assessment by
Standard Assessment Tasks and teacher assessments by the end of the year.
Parents should be involved in the debates leading to these definitions, espe-
cially during the consultation months (May-July, 1994). Moreover, parents
should note that the contentious issue of publishing league tables of school
results and truancy rates, which is known to unfairly disadvantage many
schools, is still strongly supported by the government. They say that such
information is needed for 'accountability to parents and society'. Parents must
enter this debate and speak for themselves.

Little is said outside the teaching profession about teaching and learning
styles. Yet in planning both learning and assessment, account should be taken
of the different preferred learning styles of individual children. Governors
should be asking questions about the range of activities offered to children in
delivering subject areas, and how pupils arc being prepared for assessment in
terms of knowledge, skills and understanding.

One of the most important things that black governors can do is to encourage
schools to devise a policy which, among much else, includes aims and details
of how the school intends to manage assessment for pupils as individuals. The
assessment being implemented needs to have credibility. It must be seen by all
pupils to have some purposv;. When a child sees the point of what he or she is
doing, motivation is likely to he much higher. Rehana Minhas explores this
further on page 94.
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This and many other aspects are part of OFSTED inspections, something in

which parents are also involved. When inspecting a school, OFSTED inspcc-
tors must hold a meeting with parents and record their views (see also Chapter
8). Here is an important opportunity for black parents, along with others, to
voice their concerns. Schools are obliged to offer regular feedback to parents,
in accordance with the DFE Circular 14/92 (Reports on Indivi 11 Pupils'

Achievements). Another role that black parents and governors could assume
is to ensure that black parents are given reports on their children and informa-
tion about the school in terms and in the languages which they find accessible.
Information explaining the new curriculum and assessment procedures can be
communicated by leaflets and newsletters and if necessary orally.

Ealing LEA has produced a booklet, Parents and Teachers Working
Together, which sets out the parents' role in supporting their children's learning.
They note that parents are children's first teachers, teaching them to recognise
colours, parts of their bodies and their names, and, among much else, the
difference between right and wrong. They suggest that parents should always
promote a positive image of the school and encourage their children to do their

best at school.
The booklet continues by supplying detailed advice on how parents can

support their children's education by, for instance, discussing with them the

television programn they watch, taking them to the library, museums etc.,
involving them in the household chores such as shopping and cooking, listening
to them read, praising and encouraging them and above all talking to them

about their school day.
In one authority some schools have begun a paid 'parents organiser' scheme

(see TES 11.2.94 p.2). This is effectively raising parental involvement in.
schools. When black parents do become more regularly involved in the school,
they are more likely to become governors. In so doing they will be exercising
their right in achieving the best for all pupils, while also looking specifically
at issues concerning black pupils in education.
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Glossary of Terms relating to Governing Bodies
Instrument of Government
The instrument of government is a legal document which sets out the procedures to be
followed by governing bodies. It sets out the composition of the governing body and
lays down rules about the number of governors required to form a quorum (enough
members present to make decisions), who is eligible to serve as chair of the governing
body, when governors must withdraw from a meeting, and when they cease to be
eligible for membership.

Articles of Government
This articles of government set out the powers and duties of governing bodies. They
cover the curriculum, staff appointments, pupil discipline, control of capitation and
the annual report to parents.

Composition of Governing Bodies
Governors are made up of Parents, Local Education Authority (LEA) Officers, Head,
Teacher and Co-opted members. The number for each representative depends on the
size of the school.

Parent Governor
Any parent who has a child registered at the school can be a candidate in a parent
governor election and vote. The term 'parent' also includes 'guardian'. Parent govern-
ors report to other parents on the governors' meetings unless material is confidential.

LEA Governors
LEA governors are appointed by the Council on the nomination of the political parties.
They agree on how the places available on each governing body should be allocated
between them.

The Head
The Head is automatically a governor unless s/he chooses not to be, in which case s/he
is still entitled to attend meetings but without voting rights.

Teaching Governors
Any teacher employed permanently at the school can be a candidate in an electim for
teacher governor and vote. This applies to full-time and part-time teachers. Tev '

governors are elected by the teaching staff on the school, but they are not delegates of
the teaching staff and cannot be mandated. Their role is to give governors the benefit
of their professional expertise and of their knowledge and experience as teachers in
the school. \Vhen teacher governors report to staff on governors' meetings, they cannot
discuss confidential material.

Co-opted Governors
The 1986 Education Act (1) empowers governing bodies to co-opt additional govern-
ors to serve as full membeis of these These governors are usually from thc
com munity. (From she London Borough of Ealing handbook for governors, compiled
for newly appointed governors).
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Chapter 8

OFSTED inspections and the
centrality of Equality of

Opportunity ;n
raising standards

Rehana Minhas

The purpose of inspection is to identify strengths and weaknesses in
schools so that they may improve the quality of education off,:red and
raise the standards achieved by their pupils. (Introduction to the Frame-
work for Insmction OFSTED I fandbook for the Inspection of Schools,
Part 2)

It is not only the pupils and students who are subject to assessment. The school's
members are regularly assessed, until recently by a team of Her Majesty's
Inspectors (HMI) and, since 1992, by OFSTED. The role of OFSTED in a)
maintaining school performance and b) upholding their own criteria for equal
opportunities, will be influential in enabling (or otherwise) the achievement of
black pupils. The Office for Standards in Education (OFSTED), a non-minis-
terial government department, came into existence in September, 1992. The
Office is headed by I ler Majesty's Chief Inspector (I IMCI) of Schools for
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England and members include HMI. OFSTED has new arrangements for
school inspection under the Education (Schools) Act, 1992 and the implemen-
tation of its own programme of inspection.

The new system required all Inspectors to be registered after the successful
completion of a two-stage training programme, provided or approved by
HMCI. OFSTED also trained and assessed members of inspection teams. Lay
Inspector training has been contracted out to accredited trainers. Each inspec-
tion team must have at least one lay member that is, someone without
previous paid experience of school management or the provision of education.
OFSTED invites tenders for Inspections and awards contracts to teams of
inspectors. Privatisation and market principles mean that cost is a factor when
OFSTED considers bids from various teams, in the new four year cycle of
Inspection. A number of inspections, with reports published, carried out using
the Framework as part of the training under the supervision of HMI, are the
subject of analysis in this chapter.

The Framework for Inspections and the related guidance are statutory ie

obligatory for all inspections. The Framework includes the code of conduct
for inspectors, inspection requirements, the inspection schedule which outlines
the areas that the Inspection Report should include. Under the section: Factors
contributing to these findings, Equality of Opportunity is clearly required as
an important factor in raising educational standards.

Context
The acknowledgement given to Equal Opportunities within the Framework for
Inspections and the Handbook becomes more significant when considered
within the political and ideological context of Britain in the 1990s alid the
orientation of most of the education reforms of the 1980s and 90s (Searle, 1989;
see Davies, et al, 1989) In the 1990s there is a marked increase in racial attacks,
fascism, anti-semitism (Runnymede Trust, 1994), sexual harassment, and
popularisation of homophobic attitudes. The continuing economic recession
sees ever-increasing poverty (Amin, 1992). The events in Europe in the name
of 'ethnic cleansing' have further encouraged popularist nationalism. The
climate in Europe helps to legitimate insular views about 'British Heritage'
a view which excludes and denies the existence, contribution, struggles and
achievements of black and ethnic minority communities in Britain, allowing
them no place in the historical or cultural picture. So there is cause for wonder
at the way that OFSTED has helped to regain small but significant ground for

Equal Opportunities.
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In the first edition of the Franzework, in August 1992, equality issues focused
on institutional arrangements, individual practice and the outcome for pupils.
When it was revised a year later, one wondered what would become of the
section on Equal Opportunities would it disappear? Would the intrinsic link
between equality and standards be made explicit? It was a time of much
lobbying and campaigning by educationists concerned about all pupils' entit-
lement. At a national conference in 1991, an officer of the NCC was confronted
over the failure of the Council to publish the rc--olnmendations of the NCC's
Working Party on Multicultural Education. The outcome was that the 115-
strong conference gave a mandate to the Runnymede Trust to prepare and
publish a document to provide schools with the missing guidance. Equality
Assurance in Schools: Equality, Identity, Society, was launched by the Run-
nyrnede Trust in 1993. Its first principle was that without 'equality' there could
be no 'quality' of education.

OFSTED's first Framework for Inspection (August 1992) had required that
the arrangements for equality of opportunity be evaluated by 'the extent to
which the particular needs of individual pupils and groups of pupils arising
from gender, ability, ethnicity and social circumstance' are met within the
teaching and the life of the school generally. Detailed areas were identified for
examination, including policy statements for different aspects of equal oppor-
tunity; admission policies, intake and exclusions; pupil grouping arrangements;
curriculum content and access; class management; resources; pastoral provi-
sion; and leavers' routes. Also to count as evidence was: 'the use made of
support teachers and other provision under Section 11 of the Local Government
Act 1966'.

The accompanying guidance in tho Handbook for the Inspections of Schools
further amplified the evaluation criteri.a for ensuring equality of opportunity,
for example that: 'Indicators such as examination results and attendance rates
are scrutinised for information on the performance of minority groups of pupils,
including the most able.'

Under particular features, OFSTED recommended that policies and provi-
sion for under-fives should clearly indicate awareness of the particular needs
of young pupils who are working in their second language. It also required
Inspectors to be aware of the implications of legislation related to equal
opportunities.
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The revised OFSTED Framework and Guidance
The revised Framework of August 1993, strengthened the section on equality

of opportunity overall and required that schools comply with the Sex Discrimi-

nation Act (1975) and the Race Relations Act (1976). Inspectors were now

required, as part of their evidence, to consider:

a) standards of achievement of individuals and groups

b) assessment of pupils' needs within the curriculum, thus making explicit

the link between equal opportunities and standards.

The guidance paper too, was much improved. In the August 1993 Handbook,

guidance on Equal Opportunities was doubled to four pages. The core task is:

'to assess the influence of the schools practice and policies on pupils' access

to the curriculum and their achievements'. It alerts Inspectors to the dangers

of accepting subjective views about intake or the local community. The impact

of a school's Equal Opportunities policy is to be judged by the extent to which

it informs the school development plan and is reflected in the school documen-

tation and departmental literature. Outcomes are to be monitored, and detailed

attention is given to provision for bilingual pupils.
Inspectors need to establish whether the quality and quantity of curriculum

support is adequate for bilingual and/or black pupils, travellers and pupils from

refugee families; whether the needs of these pupils are reflected in school

policies; whether Section 11 staff are enabled to plan in-class support effec-

tively. The quality of provision for bilingual pupils is further emphasised in the

section on evidence, where it is stated that the central issue should be the

school's effectiveness in helping bilingual pupils gain access to the whole

curriculum.
Under particular features, attention is again drawn to relevant legislation

which refers to equal opportunities in education. The Children Act (1989), the

Education Act (1981) and the Education Reform Act are cited. Citing the

Education Reform Act as having a specific bearing on Equal Opportunities,

brings pupils' entitlement to the centre stage. Inspection arrangements are now
required to ensure that attention is paid to equal opportunities across the range

of inspection tasks including the inspection of individual subjects. In particular

school provision for English as a Second Language requires specialist inspec-

tion the main references being in the sections dealing with literacy, spoken

English, teaching, staffing, links with the community and/or the section on

English as a subject.
A significant development is the acknowledgement of community lan-

.guages. Letters inviting parents for a meeting with the OFSTED Registered
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Inspector and the questionnaire for parents have been translated into eleven
community languages: Bengali, Gujarati, Hindi, Panjabi, Urdu, Cantonese,
Greek, Turkish, Vietnamese, Somali and Arabic. This came about in response
to parents at a particular school making specific demands for letters to be
translated, during a training OFSTED Inspection led by HMI in Haringey, and
the translations are now available for all Inspectors.

There are some lapses, however. Rather than the 'examples' of reports in
fictitious schools, included in the 1993 Handbook, it would have been more
helpful to have cited genuine reports of schools that recognise equality of
opportunity as central to high educational standards.

In the report of the imaginary 'St James', for example, a short paragraph
(page 21 para 54) is included that focuses on gender. A report on `Barchester
School' devotes four paragraphs to the fact that this fictitious school has no
equal opportunities policy, but this is not mentioned in the section on manage-
ment nor on the quality or range of the curriculum.

It is worth noting that sections of the Heads' questionnaire make specific
reference to ethnicity and gender in terms of profile of pupils, reference to
Section 11, details of pupils whose main first language is not English. The
sections on examination results arid student destinations, however, require
information in terms of gender but not ethnicity.

On paper, then, the 1993 document developed and extended OFSTED's
concern to assess equality of opportunity in school inspections. The 1994
Framework provides no new guidance on equal opportunities, which means
that the existing guidance stands.

The effectiveness of any guidance can only be assessed in terms of its impact
on schools and the work of the Inspection team. From my personal observations
of schools in the LEA I work in, the impact of the OFSTED criteria and
requirements has been tremendously positive. The Handbook for Inspections
is a weighty document, and it is necessary to draw particular attention to the
centrality of Equal Opportunities to the Inspection process. Where this is done,
however, the impact is considerable. Schools with Equal Opportunities policy
statements and codes of practice have had an impetus to review their policies
and structures for implementation. Others who had been 'diverted' from Equal
Opportunities with the pressures of implementing the National Curriculum and
assessment have to arrange for INSET days on Equal Opportunities. And the
few schools who have yet to be cinvinced about the centrality of Equal
Opportunities to educational provision and achievement, have been activated
to address a range of pertinent equal opportunities issues.
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OFSTED reports
Is it also possible to guage the impact of the Equal Opportunities documentation
by looking at the Inspection reports by OFSTED trainees that resulted from the
Stage Two Training Inspections led by HMI and also from key reports on
education and raising standards that OFSTED has published.

LEA Advisees for Equal Opportunities analysed 71 OFSTED reports: 30
Primary, 36 Secondary, and five Special Schools, for their approach to Equal
Opportunities. The reports were of schools with 10% or more pupils from black
and ethnic minority communities. The analyses were conducted by former
HMI.

Sharply revealed was the variation in approaches to Equal Opportunities.
The key issues were the use of language and tone either to value the cultural
and linguistic diversity of the pupil iniake or at worst to problematise it and see
it as contributing to low standards. In some reports very little or no reference
was made to the pupils' cultural heritage, and the reference to equality of

opportunity was very limited.
In the best reports, Equal Opportunities considerations appeared throughout:

in the main findings, standards, pupils' spiritual, moral and cultural develop-
ment, management planning, teaching and support staff, subject areas and
detailed summaries of key issues under the specific section on Equal Oppor-
tunities.

So there is significant variation in the awareness and expertise of the
OFSTED teams and Registered Inspectors with regard to Equal Opportunities.
The Runnymede Trust (1994a) analysis of the first fifty OFSTED reports bears
this out. It is important that parents and governors ensure that the Evaluation
Criteria and Guidance in the Framework and the Handbook for Inspections are
applied to the fullest; i.e. that Inspectors' observations include documentary
analysis and elicit evidence from discussions with pupils, staff and parents (see

also page 84).

OFSTED Training
Thc expertise of black advisers and LEA inspectors committed to Equal
Opportunities is of essential value and needs to be recognised by OFSTED and
systematically tapped. The number Of black and ethnic minority educationists
invited to undergo training for OFSTED remains very small and raises concerns
about the selection process and which applicants are prioritised for training. In
their annual report, OFSTED record the number of applicants, the number who
successfully complete the training and the number awaiting training. There is,
however, no breakdown in terms of ethnicity. Furthermore, the five day training
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Lor OFSTED Inspectors does not in-lude anything specifically in terms of
assessed tasks on Equal Opportunities. If OFSTED is serious about its com-
mitment to Equal Opportunities and if it wishes to increase its accountability
to black parents, the training procedures need to take these matters into account.

The centrality of race, class and gender equality to educational achievement
is well established and documented through years of research (see, inter alia,
Centre for Contemporary Studies 1980; Coard, 1971, Milner 1975, Myers
1989, Swann 1985). The very fact that equal opportunities can be hindered
through institutional arrangements and individual practices needs to be visibly
treated as of serious concern. Standards in education cannot be improved unless
quality and equality are addressed together.

Key studies by OFSTED
Two key reports published by OFSTED on raising educational standards invite
comment about their stance on Equal Opportunities.

1) OFSTED The teaching and learning of reading and writing in
reception classes and Year 1. Spring 1993. This report is extremely problematic
and serves to contradict the key principle in the Handbook for Inspectors that
warns them against 'accepting subjective views about either the intake or the
local community'. It is dismissive also of the core task of schools: effectively
to help bilingual pupils gain access to the curriculum. The three references to
bilingual pupils in the report cited in the main findings (para 7), Reading in
Reception Classes (para7) and Reading in Year 1 Classes (para 15) state that
standards were low because thc majority of pupils spoke English as a second
language. The following statement is made in all three cases:

In some classes where the standards were low, the quality of the teaching
and learning was good. In these classes the majority of pupils were drawn
from socially disadvantaged backgrounds or spoke English as a second
language.

The report does not refer to the quality of provision for these bilingual pupils
and makes no mention of Section 11 support. It also assumes that all thc pupils
have the same experience of English as a second language. It fails to exemplify
strategics for teaching effective reading and developing oracy at a young age.
Indeed, the repoi serves to legitimise low expectations of bilingual pupils.

2) The Report, Access and Achievement in Urban Education, on thc othcr
hand, is welcome. It summarises evidence from a survey conducted by
OFSTED in seven urban areas of England characterised by high levels of social
and economic disadvantage.
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Minority ethnic groups were represented in three of the study areas: Slough
39%, Greenwich 24%, and Derby 15%, with substantial proportions where the
primary and secondary schools on the survey were located in Slough and
Greenwich. Some of the key findings of this report arc noteworthy. For
instance, under Curriculum Achievement and Assessment (page 14 para 12),
we find 'Effective nursery programmes offered the social education essential
for those children wi'. ittle experience outside thc family as well as providing
a bridge to school'. And this: 'A nursery Nith a high proportion of pupils whose
first language was not English planned work progressively using the expertise
of a teacher of English as a Second Language and of a multilingual non-tcach-
ing assistant. In this case the gradual acquisition of a second language had the
effect of focusing planning directly on pupils' needs'.

In the section on provision in the Primary Sector, there is this passage under
Curriculum and Teaching (page 16 para 16):

In the- absence of accurate assessment teachers used more generalised
estimates of pupils' abilities which led thcm in some schools to overesti-
mate thc effects of poverty and social disadvantage and to underestimate
thc potential ability of pupils. This was most marked in onc school which
had a high percentage of pupils of Asian background.

It continues in para 18: 'Too often teachers' low expectations resulted in
depressed pupil achievement'.

On Achievement and Assessment (pne 17 para 19), the Report observes
that: 'Few teachers taught pupils to use context clues so that they had additional
strategies for new words and learned to concentrate on meaning and become
confident, self-correcting readers' nese Inspectors clearly recognise, the vital
strategy of using context clues to aid biliival pupils in the early stages of
acquiring English.

The report also comments on Provision in the secondary sector Regarding
Curriculum and Learning, it notes (page 23 para 32) that 'Many teachers lacked
detailed knowledge of the range of ability in their classes and were insufficient-
ly skilled in recognising the particular needs of boys and girls, of children of
minority cthnic heritage or of the more able pupils': and, in para 34:

Children rarely received the kind of feedback on their work that helped
them to know what or how to improve... The outcomes of assessment
were not used to determine the nature of subsequent work and pupils had
little opportunity to review their overall performance and progress with
staff.
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The report also considers pro, ision for particular learning needs, observing,
on p.30 para 46, that: 'A withdrawal group in one school inappropriately mixed
children with learning difficulties and bilingual pupils whose learning needs
were quite different'. It also notes about Resources that 'Constraints meant that
in-class support, both for bilingual pupils and for pupils with learning difficul-
ties was provided for only somc lessons'.

The Appendices for the report show that money spent on books and equip-
ment per pupil in 1990/91 for Shire counties averaged £43 for primary, £84 for
secondary schools, whereas in Metropolitan schools, it is only £35 for primary
and £68 for Secondary Schools.

The Urban Schools report highlights this injustice and points also to other
fundamental issues concerning assessment in schools:

Assessment arrangements in schools need to prioritise the diagnostic
assessment, which they show to be largely displaced because of the
demands of statutory end of key stage assessments.

Educational standards cannot be raised only through inspection of individ-
ual schools on a four year cycle. A range of areas in the education debate
have implications for assessment in multi-ethnic schools:

1. Teacher education is the vital place for installing a perspective on
equality and justice, and the limitations of school-based 'mentor'
support suggest that it is unlikely to provide such a forum

2. Cuts in LEA Advisory Support Staff are eroding the monitoring of
policy implementation and INSET

3. Cuts and changes in Section 11 funding (see Multicultural Teaching
12.1) are coming at a time when the needs are great and 'he expertise
is available and operating for the access, assessment and achievement
of bilingual and black learners. As Bob Garrett and Steve Cooke (1993)
observe:

Most insidious of all will be the denial of equality of opportunity
for families and their children making it more difficult for those
who do not receive equal access to the curriculum to participate in
society. That is to the detriment of us all, and it is racism by another
name.

4. Education in inner city areas continues to be deprived of resources
through the impact of EMS and formula induced underfunding. Fur-
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thermore, in the same week as the OFSTED report on Access and
Achievement in Urban Education was published, new cuts that will
affect inner cities were announced (Searle 1994). In the words of the
Observer's education correspondent reporting that the Government is
to strip millions of pounds from schools in deprived inner city areas
(Oct 93) 'Local Authorities with a large proportion of single parent
families and substantial ethnic minority populations will be the main
loser', adding that 'affluent Shire counties will gain the most'.

The long-awaited OFSTED report on Section 11 funded projects published in
1994 argues strongly for future support for such work, targeting resources for
minority ethnic pupils. However, the Single Regeneration Budget threatens less
money and more competition for the little there is.

Conclusions
OFSTED Inspections a.:c, as we have seen, capable of evaluating and therefore
promoting educational opportunities for children and specifically for black
children. But if inspectors skimp on the requirements of the OFSTED Frame-
work and disregard the guidance, school inspections will fail to ensure equality
and therefore fail to raise standards. Four yearly inspections are, in any even.,
less influential in determining the life chances of black pupils than is day to
day assessment. And, as we have seen, other factors in the political/educational
arena are also shaping children's educational chances.

To make progress, parents will have to use the mechanisms of OFSTED
inspections, voicing their concerns if schools are not meeting their children's
needs, and making specific demands for Equality of Opportunity anu their
children's statutory entitlement to education.

Antiracist teachers can also play a role, through their networks and also by
using their expertise to produce specific guidance at all levels, building on the

model of Equality Assurance.
More black educationalists need to go for OFSTED training and also to

demand consistency in all reports regarding Equal Opportunities.
The Commission for Racial Equality should set up a dialogue with OFSTED

about quality control with regard to the Equal Opportunities and should call
for greater OFSTED accountability. As Ca ister's report for I laringey affirms:

Campaigning for real education for enlightenment and liberation is ulti-
mately the only way to ensure that black children and white, girls and boys,

all gain their full entitlement to education and are accurately and construc-
tively assessed.
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Equality of opportunity is a fundamental characteristic of the school the
aspects of school life which need to be addressed are listed: the language
and content of the curriculum, teachers' and students' attitudes and expec-
tations, the nature and distribution of resources, r .ethods of assessment
and the establishment of effective procedures for c;aling with incidents of
abuse. Finally, there is a coniiiiitment to create 'an environment in which
diversity can flourish'.
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Appendix 1
OFSTED (1993) Revised Framework for the Inspection of
Schools
7.3 (ii) Equality of opportunity

Evaluation criteria

The school's arrangements for equality of opportunity are evaluated by
the extent to which:

all pupils, irrespective of gender, ability (including giftedness), eth-
nicity and social circumstance, have access to the curriculum and
make the greatest progress possible;

the school mecis the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act
(1975) and the Race Relations Act (1976).

Evidence should include:

a. standards of achievement of individuals and groups;

b. assessment of pupils' needs within the curriculum;

c. the school's stated policy for equal opportunity;

d. admission policies, intake, exclusions;

e. curriculum content and access;

f. class organisation and management, teaching and differentiation;

g. the use made of support teachers, bilingual assistants and other provi-
sion under Section 11 of the Local Government Act 1966;

h. pupils' relationships.

The report should include evaluation of;

the school's policy and practice for equality of opportunity and the effects
on the quality of learning and standards of achievement;

how well the policy is understood, implemented and monitored in terms
of opportunities and support arrangements for individuals and different
groups; where appropriate, a judgement about the use of provision under
Section 11 of the Local Government Act 1%6; and

any key points for action in relation to equality of opportunity.
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Appendix 2
Draft Letter from the Appropriate Authority Notifying
Parents of the Meeting For Parents
Name and Address of the Appropriate Authority

Dcar Parent or Guardian

INSPECTION OF [SCHOOL NAME]

NOTICE OF MEETING FOR PARENTS, [TIME], [DATE], [VENUE]

As you may know, our school is shortly to be inspected as part of the
programme of regular school inspections arranged by Her Majesty's Chief
Inspector in accordance with the provisions of the Education (Schools)
Act 1992. The inspection team will be led by [Name] (Registered Inspec-
tor).

An important part of the procedure is the meeting of parents with the
Registered Inspector before the inspection. This meeting is held in order
to hear your views of the school and the context in which it works to explain
to you the inspectors' procedures. Naturally, before the inspection the
inspectors will not be able to cdmment on parents' views, but they will
take them into account in thc inspection.

The Registered Inspector would be grateful if you would read the attached
agenda and complete the parents' response form. Whether or not you will

.! attending the meeting, you are welcome to send you comments on the
agenda items, or on any other issue, in writing before the meeting. The
comments should be sent io:

(Name and business address of Registered Inspector/or name of Regis-
tered Inspector, c/o the school)

I hope you will be able to come to the meeting.

Yours faithfully

FOR TI1E APPROPRIATE AUTHORITY
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Chapter 9

Resources for raising achievement

Pat Keel

The main source of support for black pupils, and closely linked with their
learning and achievement, has been Section 11 funding. We saw in Chapter 1
how the funding originated in a Local Government Act in 1966, contributing
75% of salary costs for staff who would be supporting the education of New
Commonwealth pupils. In Chapter 3 we saw how it was assumed that new-
comers to English might be rapidly assimilated into English language and
culture by being put through an intensive programme of English language
learning. This has been a tragic misconception which has persisted throughout
the long saiza of Section 11 funciiniz.

The Early ESL model
The style of delivery of English as a second language was by what in linguistics
is called the 'direct' method. This may be a highly convenient teaching
methodology the teacher transmits English language to the learner, without
any reference to or account taken of the learner's first language. This method
has enabled armies of English as a Foreign Language (EFL) teachers, some
with no more than a few weeks' trainini4, to staff the many institutions offering
English language to would-be learners from overseas, or to acquire jobs
teaching English in other countries.
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English as a Second Language (ESL) teachers in the classroom have a

different status. For a start, their target learners are settlers who require English

for life in this country. The teachers might see themselves as having a role in

imbuing their students with 'British culture' and this might become a salient

teaching objective (Williams, 1967 in Gillborn, 1990). Secondly, in schools

they have to be trained teachers but except for this, require no further specialist

training. So in the early years of Section 11, teachers tended to drift into ESL

work if they showed some aptitude for work with ethnic minority children. It

often promised less demanding work with smaller groups of relatively mana-

geable pupils, most of them Asian.
The other teaching method that shaped the early teaching of English to

newcomers was 'immersion'. Pupils were withdrawn into separate units for

what was meant to be an induction period, during which English language was

the focus of teaching and learning. They had a diet of formal English, not

always set within any immediate context. They were largely cut off from the

curriculum in the mainstream classroom, away from the peers from whom they

would have picked up more purposeful everyday language of school. The
language units probably did not sufficiently build the cánfidence pupils need

for successful social communication and for breaking their dependence on
staff. When they did join the mainstream, sometimes after a couple of years in

special units, they were frequently lagging behind in curriculum subjects, and

this showed in their low achievement levels in the 70s.
A rethink of the 'withdrawal' system was needed. The case in Calderdale

LEA, taken up by Cie Commission for Racial Equality in 1985 [CRE, 1987],

highlighted the inequities and inadequacies of 'language units' away from the

mainstream classroom. The Secretary of State agreed that such arrangements
were unlawful and instructed the LEA to make more appropriate provision.

Since then there has been a steady move away from withdrawal, especially

since the Home Office disapproved. However present trends since the early

90s towards streaming and specialism, led by the National Curriculum and

subject-based assessment, may herald a return to pre-Caklerdale days [Dorn,

19921.
The isolation of pupils was not the only practice that required review. The

teaching method used generally ignored the pupils' first languages and cultures.

No deliberate use was made of the Pupils' background knowledge and skills in

their first language. Still less were these valued. Rather, they were seen as
hindrances to assimilation. Pupils tended to become negative towards their
home languages and cultures, instead of valuing them as part of their own

knowledge base and identity, as we saw in Chapters 3, 5 and 6. They could feel
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out of phase with their parents, if they regarded them as lagging behind in
adopting English language and culture (Taylor, 1981).

Bilingual model
Following the lead taken in ILEA from the late 1970s [e.g. by CUES, Bilingual
Development/Community Languages Team, CLPE, English Centre, and Uni-
fied Language Service, etc] some schools gradually adopted more sensitive
and positive approaches which place value on bilingualism. However, there
were dangers in going too far with simply encouraging children to use their
home languages in schools. In Tower Hamlets, for example, where there are
large percentages of Sylheti speakers in thc schools, it was observed that
children did not always have sufficient opportunities to Lse English and make
effective progress in learning it.

PLR assessment
The Primary Language Record (PLR), exemplifies a more balanced approach,
reflected in some of the National Curriculum Guidance (quoted in Chapter 3).
The Stages of English in the PLR were adopted by the Home Office for
assessment of pupils' need for Section 11 support. Although the Stages of
English were not intended as a basis for summative assessment but meant
mainly to guide teachers in bilingual children's learning, they arc nevertheless
being used in schools to support LEAs' bids to the Home Office for funding.
Unfortunately thc National Curriculum Level Descriptions do not as yet
incorporate allowances for language development for emerging bilinguals, as
is reasonably described in thc PLR Stages.

There is no central policy underlining the need to include bilingual develop-
ment in the National Curriculum for children with bilingual potential. The
result is that negativity to bilingualism is still evident in many schools. Pupils
arc reluctant to admit that they speak languages other than English at home,
and staff may argue that they must defer to parents who want their children to
learn and use English only. Parents, concerned primarily with their children's
future job prospects, do not always recognise the value of their bilingual
development, especially if they are not given confidence to do so by the school.

Section 11 administration
The administration of Section 11 has further contributed to its ineffectiveness.
Originally LEAs applied for funding based on numbers of New Common-
wealth childien in schools. I3ecause there were few checks on how funding
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was spent, LEAs and schools could use it for items which might have only the

slightest connection with the educational welfare of ethnic minori'.y children,

and the fund was abused by schools concerned only to acquire 'another pair of

hands'.
As such misuse increasingly came to light in the 1980s, the Home Office

attempted to regulate the fund better, but the small number of Home Office

department staff could not be expected to 'police' it. A review resulted in new

regulations in 1990.
The fund became cash-limited and LEAs had to bid for a share, forprojects

lasting three or five years. They had to consult local New Commonwealth
communities in defining their projects, and to show how consultation would
continue throughout the project. In general, such involvement of the target
communities themselves has been a plus. The bids have to be framed around

a set of defined educational needs, and the strategies by which the needs would
be met. Year-on-year targets and the means by which they would be monitored
had to be stated and annual reports were required on progress towards targets.
Staff responsible for work towards targets are named in quarterly financial
statements, and the Home Office paid 75% of the salaries of these staff

retrospectively.

Partnership teaching
The new Home Office guidance appeared to encourage LEAs and schools to
focus more sharply on the essential purpose, ie to raise the educational
achievement of the pupils concerned through providing language and learning
support. There are now many schools where Section 11 support staff work
successfully alongside mainstream cachers, providing the appropriate teach-.
ing and learning strategies for pupils to gain access to the curriculum, as well
as the extra time needed for individual pupil attention. The Home Office has
wanted projects to be effective in embedding suitable strategies within the
mainstream curriculum through partnership teaching and INSET. Moreover,
their guidance has shown recognition of the usefulness of bilingual support,
thus encouraging the employment of bilingual teachers, instructors and class-
room assistants. Information on employment is documented by the Local
Authorities Race Relations Information Exchange. LARRIE is also a useful
source of comparative data on LEA Section 11 projects (LARRIE, 1993, 1994).

The NFER Partnership Teaching Project (HMSO, 19911 has been influential
in schools where it has been used, in promoting effective team planning and
teaching between mainstream and support staff. Some excellent work has
originated through the Project, which deserves to bc widely disseminated and
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sustained. The Intercultural Education Project has grown out of the Partnership
Project and is working to widen the usc of partnership teaching, collaborative
learning strategies as well as parental partncrship.

Obviously the role for Section 11 teachers, both to support pupils new to
English and to support mainstream teachers in using strategies to increase
pupils' access to thc curriculum, promises the most effective delivery of results.
By these means all teachers would be providing language development across
the curriculum to all pupils. However, in schools where senior staff are not
accommodating of these strategies within thc school development plan, or
where there arc not supportive language policies, any work of this kind can
become patchy. A lack of resources also makes it difficult to allow enough time
for team planning and teaching.

Training and status
Without INSET for staff at all levels appropriate strategies cannot be im-
plemented. The squeeze on funds for training has meant that this particular arca
of professional development is usually neglected. Section 11 teachers tend, for
the historical reasons described above,"not to enjoy high status. Yct the demands
of this work merit high status and its success depends upon it. INSET should
be given higher priority if Section 11 teachers are to act as a specialist resource
for mainstream teachers, who in turn need an understanding of how to incor-
porate this resource into curriculum planning. All too often Section 11 staff are
still seen as merely the 'extra pair of hands', of whom thc school may make
general usc, or as the person in charge of the ethnic minority pupils. Because
they arc now often regarded as LEA centrally pooled staff rathcr than as
employees on the school's budget, they arc likely to be poorly resourced for
their INSET and teaching materials, the more so as LMS causcs LEA finances
progressively to shrink.

Recent administrative and financial pressures
Misuse of staff can still pass unnoticed because resources for monitoring are
limited. LEAs, in any case, have been presented with an administrative night-
mare. Without much guidance from the Home Office, each has had to work out
their own systems for administration and monitoring the required paper
work is environmentally unfriendly to say the least! There have been annual
data collections in respect of: ethnic monitoring of pupils, their progress on the
Stages of English, their achievements in the National Curriculum and in GCSE
and A' l evel exam inat ions, as well as statistics relating to various other targets
set, eg numbers of parents attending, school meetings. The ethos of competing
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for funding from the Section 11 purse has meant that each LEA has had to keep

complicated statistics and huge amounts of paperwork in its bids. Furthermore,

the bidding system obliged LEAs to set very impressive targets! Some targets

turned out to be unachievable. Despite LEAs jumping through these hoops the

Home Office suddenly announced in November 1992 that it would be reducing

its provision of 75% of salary costs to 57% in 1994/95, and thereafter possibly

to 50%. In October 1993, Parliament was lobbied by a large delegation of
Section 11 education staff from across the country. Ministers were asked to

reconsider these cuts, which would severely weaken the effects of valuable

work achieved by current projects. For the first time a concerted national
campaign raised the profile of issues to do with the education of black

minorities.

Single Regeneration Budget
However, soon after the lobby, the government announced that funding ar-

rangements were to change still further. From April 1994 the Single Regener-

ation Budget (SRB), administered by the Department of the Environment,

came into existence. The SRB takes under its wing some 20 programmes
previously funded through different Departments, including the Home Office's

Safer Cities, Section 11 Grants, Ethnic Minority Grant and Ethnic Minority

Business Initiative. Local authorities in urban areas are expected to put forward

composite bids addressing a range of inner-city needs. The projects must be

seen to be promoting economic, industrial and social regeneration. They must
incorporate partnership amongst public institutions, the private sector, volun-

tary organisations and communities, They should be income-generating and
build in 'exit strategies' which allow funding to taper off as targets are achieved.

Obviously, the underlying purpose of this government initiative is to signifi-

cantly reduce government spending on inner-city priorities, and to draw in

whatever private sector funds can be attracted into projects. EC funding sources

are also being suggested.
It is dubious however, whether the SRB bidding framework can adequately

accommodate educational needs especially those of children in school.

Their needs are not short-term and there cannot be quick financial returns to

investors. There may be an official expectation that schools will absorb the cost

of, and responsibility for, providing learning support for ethnic minority

children. LEAs would then be under pressure from schools to devolve funding

used for this provision, which is currently protected with 'mandatory excep-

tion' status, hut for the DFF might remove this status whereupon LEAs will
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find it extremely cliff:cult to fund coherent aiid consistent support across
schools where it is needed.

Indeed these squeezes on funding raise many worrying questions about the
nature of educational provision for ethnic minorities in the future. How will
provision be consistent across local authorities? Will some be winners and
some losers in this ad hoc securing of funds? Will the nature of provision
depend on individual councils' bids and their fortunes in this lottery? In such
a framework, how will the stability be achieved that is needed for work in
education and educational provision be nlanned, organised and administered?
And can the previous flaws in Section 11 provision be ironed out?

Race Issues
Some of the significant flaws in Section 11 have been removed. That the
recipients of the fund should be inly those of New Commonwealth background
has been dropped. Since the 1960s there have been other non-New Common-
wealth groups arriving in schools with similar learning support needs
Vietnamese.and Somalis, for instance. Indeed their needs as pupils new to this
country, perhaps traumatised by experience of war, can be even more challeng-
ing for schools (see Rutter, 1994)./ In 1993 parliament altered the original 1966
Act to include these new arrivals within the fund. This is helpful because
treating them as a separate group has been divisive and impractable in schools.

However, there still remain core issues of race and ethnicity. We have seen
in previous chapters how assumptions about the necessity to assimilate ethnic
minorities into 'English language and culture' have underpinned the whole of
education's response to the presence of black children. While the fund might
have covered multicultural and z-aitiracist education during the 80s, the new
guidelines have reined it in closer to the original remit, that is, to provide pupils
with access to learning through English language support.

Although the Ilome Office guidelines acknowledged that racial discrimina-
tion affects the lives of black minorities, they expect LEAs to resource
multicultural or antiracist initiatives separately. Community language teaching
too, can no longer be resourced through Section 11 funding. Yet bilingual
support is recognised as valid for the early years at least and bilingual
classroom assistance is supported. The messages seem ambiguous. It appears
that there is a failure genuinely to endorse multilingual and culturally plural
development, or to recognise how the educational welfare of black and biling-
ual pupils is inextricably tied to their having a learning environment free from
racism in the classroom, and free from racial harassment in the playground and
beyond. And although racism is undoubtedly a mainstream issue, staff whose
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specialist remit is the educational achievement of the children at the sharp end
of it, must be able to adopt a holistic approach in their work. Perhaps local
authorities will be freer to adopt such a holistic approach in future provision
under the SRB if their bid is successful!

Ethnic Monitoring
The ethnic monitoring upon which the dispensation of the fund has depended
has caused furthcr difficulties. Ethnic monitoring is vital in tracking the extent
of racial discrimination in social and economic life, and broad black/white
categories arc acceptable for this. In the context of Section 11 in schools, ethnic
monitoring is more detailed and increasingly divisive and problematic. In a
modern world of travel, migration and inter-ethnic coexistence, it becomes
more and more difficult for people to state their ethnicity definitively. Why
should black people bc constantly induced to fit themselves into categories?
Already generations of British-born blacks or people of dual ethnicity, arc
uncomfortable with the narrow categories forced on them by ethnic monitoring.
Effective and less contentious monitoring is an issue which should be con-
sidered in future arrangements.

Differentiating black groups from other minorities who also suffer discrimi-
nation and disadvantage in society, such as the Irish, and from others who fall
into the social brackct of 'have-nots', is also problematic. For staff and
resources to be seen to be provided for the particular benefit of black children
is likely to increase resentment against them from those who have a limited
awareness of the issucs involved. This kind of difficulty is symptomatic of a
system with fundamental inadequacies. 'Extra resourcing' is 'targeted' at the
results of the inadequacies, instead of tackling their root causes.

Mainstreaming specialist provision
Many of the difficulties arc a direct result of the singular manner in which
language support is funded out of not the Education budget but a Home
Office purse. Should not extra funds be allocated to education, so that institu-
tional initiatives for providing learning support to all pupils who need it can bc
co-ordinated and all be part of mainstream provision, albeit accommodating
various specialisms? It is vital, for example, that learning support for black or
bilingual children is treated as quite distinct from SEN support. There arc
nevertheless common principles and approaches towards dealing with disad
vantage in education and there could be greater sharing and cross-fertilisation
of strategies for providing learning support, whether for individuals or groups,
for special or for mainstream curriculum development. There appears to be a
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trend towards this approach both at institutional and LEA levels. For this
approach to work effectively, it needs to be sensitively handled. Teachers need
time to collaborate, and they need supportive INSET and specialist staff to
initiate and focus the work.

Although there is no question that all initial teacher education should be
obliged to cover the main issues concerning black children's education adequ-
ately, meeting the educational needs of these children should be a specialist
area, incorporating a bilingual approach. In order to strengthen this specialism
there should be salary incentives for it, and better access for bilingual staff to
pursue specialist courses. Unfortunately, discrimination against black staff is
well documented leg CRE, 1987, 1988, Ealing's Dilemma 1988]. The teaching
profession poorly represents the country's population in ethnic composition
less than 5% are black and the percentage is falling. The paths to gaining
recognition of overseas qualifications and being awarded Qualified Teacher
Status [QTS] need to be clarified and made readily available.

There should be sufficient resourcing also for a network of regional special-
ist centres to develop appropriate teaching strategies and good quality materi-
als, and for their co-ordinated dissemination to all schools. Unnecessary
duplication could be avoided, and successful materials are worthy of quality
production.

Finally, monitoring and evaluating delivery is essential. The framework for
OFSTED inspections includes this area of provision (explained further in
Chapter 8). Over the years ahead the efficacy of the process of OFSTED
inspection will be tested, both in terms of raising the quality of education, and
in terms of how well disadvantaged groups are supported in gaining their
entitlements.

In the meantime, bearings could gainfully be taken by the government, LEAs
and schools from evidence gathered in an OFSTED survey of educational
provision funded under Section 11 (OFSTED, 1994 Educational Support for
Minority Ethnic Communities [Ref: 130/94/NSD. The report confirmed the
continuing need for this type of support and it found that the 1990 Home Office
Guidelines have benefited provision. Partnership teaching, INSET for support
as well as mainstream staff, the use of bilingual staff and promoting parental
involvement are all strongly endorsed strategies. A whole-school approach to
provision and integrated record-keeping, monitoring and evaluation, linked to
the school development plan are all factors associated with effective practice.
The report illustrates a successful LEA model on which a central project team
manages projects in partnership with headteachers a 'steering committee'
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clarifies targets and oversees administration. The central team acts in a 'moni-
toring and evaluating capacity' and as 'disseminator of best practice'.

It must be remembered that Section 11 provision was originally a temporary
measure, a contingency fund intended to help assimilate New Commonwealth
pupils. Dependence on the fund has extended over nearly three decades. That
there is still a very real need for centrally provided specialist support for the
education of black children is evident: i) black chi:dren are still subject to
discrimination and still underachieving [evidenced eg. by Key Stage 1 SAT
results], ii) the arrival of pupils new to English has continued (Rutter, 1994),
and iii) with schools now managing their own budgets, it is unlikely that there
will be a widespread hiring of specialist staff by schools for black children's
needs. The onus clearly rests upon the government to ensure that there is an
adequate contribution through education to building a society in which black
minorities live on a par with their fellow citizens.
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Chapter 10

Where to next?

Pat Keel

On balance this book may sound a despondent note, as each author has alerted
us to causes for concern. Nevertheless there remain grounds for hope that we

are approaching not a cul de sac but a crossroads, where fresh paths may be
chosen. If indeed this turns out to be so, some attractive possibilities lie ahead.

For example, current dissent over National Curriculum assessment may lead
to the central question 'What is the essential purpose in assessing children?'

coming up for debate again. If we are able to agree, as was done at the time
of the TGAT report, that assessment is a strategy vital to the processes of
teaching and learning, then continuous diagnostic and formative assessment
could become the more pertinent tools. Present over-emphasis on summative
assessment represented by national tests at Key Stages may fall away. An
acknowledgen.ent that time, effort and resources must be focused on teacher
assessment, wuuld allow teachers to perform the essence of their job, ie
fine-tuning each child's learning progression. Such fine-tuning requires their
professional kno,ledge and skill, as well as effective school management
structures which accommodate whole-school curriculum planning and organi-
sation. Current debate and consultation lw the government could lead to a
reordering of these priorities in seeking better education for the nation's
children.
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Perhaps we would then be released from the current rigid standardisation of
the National Curriculum and assessment, and free to open the path to genuine
choices, involving all parties concerned child, parent and teacher. The
National Curriculum must offer a flexible framework for such choice, so that
ultimately a teacher can provide motivation for, and facilitate each child's
learning. Alongside this, parents must be kept in touch with their child's
progress and enabled to provide informed support. Teachers understand that
continuous assessment lies at the heart of each pupil's progression, in which
they would want to keep the child and parents in partnership with them.

This partnership incorporates regular reporting to and consultation with
parents, and should be the basis for much of the accountability expected from
a school. Regular inspection is the other source of quality assurance and the
drive towards better standards. There is no fundamental need for league tables,
even if they could offer information of any value. They cannot in themselves
ensure quality. Huge sums have been spent on glossily packaged tests, lirgely
for the purpose of generating league tables. Those funds could have contributed
substantially to raising the standard of our schools' learning environments and
materials, or to the INSET teachers must have in takina up the challenges of
the National Curriculum.

The Dearing Review did not face up to these issues squarely. It fudged (paras
3.34 3.43) the issue of how 'accountability to parents and society' can in
fact be achieved through the application of 'short, well-conceived national tests
in the core subjects at the end of each key stage', although the importance of
continuous teacher assessment was admitted. The izovernment's intention to
insist on league tables continued to be signalled in statements like:

At a national level, information about the achievement and the perfor-
mance of schools is critical to the future well-being of the whole country.

If 'information about the achievement and the performance of schools' meant
the range of information which might constitute value-added, then more of us
would find this statement acceptable. However. the Report was very cautious
over the issue of value-added by individual schools, although paras 9.16 -9.18
acknowledge that it requires investigation. A working group has been set up
to:
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consider the extent to which any suggested measures might contribute
useful information to parents, governors, teachers, headteac't s and
Government to complement the information from basic results from tests
and teacher assessment.'
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Dare we hope that a crossroads on the issue of value-added may be ahead? If

we are to judge schools on the full range of indicators of both their educational

delivery and their pupils' achievements, this is vital. Studies (Smith and
Tomlinson, 1989; Goldstein, 1989) have identified several factors, including

management patterns, in school effectiveness. Value-added is especially rele-

vant for schools which tackle the task of delivery for numbers of children who

face initial disadvantage. Perhaps Professor Michael Barber's study at Keele

University, together with experience in LEAs such as Tower Hamlets (see Anne

Sofer's letter to TES on 21 Jan 1994) will point the way towards national

comparisons that are fairer than the discredited form of league tables witnessed

recently. Factors such as reading levels at entry, social disadvantage, and

English fluency will surely count in value-added assessment. The use of pupil

and parental satisfaction as markers for school effectiveness is being flagged

in the Keele study (TES, 25.3.1994). Interest in value-added is evidently

growing, as the NFER is picking up a study begun in 1990 by the late Desmond

Nuttall at the University of London Institute of Education [TES, 13. 5. 1994].

Several urban LEAs will contribute to this study.
Another central question not addressed by Dearing is what we should be

assessing. Again TGAT indicated S broad area for assessment of achievement,

reflected in the importance they placed on RoAs. Yet a spotlight has been
thrown by the government on what is assumed to be 'basics' or reading,

writing, numeracy and science in their narrowest sense. Dearing has left us

with these as core areas for Key Stage assessment. The 'breadth and balance'

of the National Curriculum may now be:jeopardised. The importance of other

areas of the curriculum like Geography, History, Music, Art, PE is being
stripped away. Teachers have been sceptical of the advice emerging from the

curriculum advisory groups which SCAA hastily constituted to review the

Orders for each subject. Like many government quangos, membership of the

groups was hand-picked to ensure government policy is not overturned. The

new 'slim-lined' curriculum may seem less demanding for teachers and pupils,

hut has this reduction been driven again by the wrong priorities ie to reduce

coverage for national tests whose main purpose is informing league-tables? Is

'entitlement' to 'breadth and balance' in the curriculum being sacrificed?

The indications from SCAA are gloomy. judging by their rejection of the

the advisory group's special mention of the needs of bilingual children in the

new English Curriculum Order. Chapters 3 and 5 of this book both demonstrate

the inadequacies of earlier National Curriculum guidance statements regarding

bilingual children. But these statements are at least an acknowledgement of

these children as a group deserving special attention, and they offer the basis
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for developing positive approaches towards them. However, there is increasing
disquiet from national bodies such as the CRE, NUT and NATE (TES
15.4.1994) over the English Orders. SCAA's swim against a tide of opinion
favouring a broader vision of English and language development may turn out
to be short-lived.

We think that the debate over what should constitute language developinent
will persist: whether it should be a programme limited to the narrowest
interpretation of 'Standard English' or one with elements on a wider spectrum
embracing the many varieties that exist today as well as other languages
relevant in the lives of our pupils. Should we not begin by focusing children's
interest and curiosity on the languages and English varieties they bring with
them, using these to help them to gain a firm grasp of the processes of language?
Standard English can then become part of a broad repertoire, along with home
languages. This approach has been advocated by many educationists over the
last decade at least (Cox, LINC Project, Language Literacy Unit, English
Centre, CLPE). The clash with right-wing 'ministerial obsession' on this issue
(TES, 13. 6. 1994) will provoke continued controversy. The switch in mid-1994
to a new Education Secretary who has teaching experience, raises hopes of
more sense in future Government decisions.

Moreover, setting up the curriculum advisory groups may have opened a
Pandora's box, setting loose debate and protest, probably for the best in the
long run. Many teachers and parents will surely argue for a renewed emphasis
on breath and balance in the curriculum. If, alongside this, the concept of
value-added becomes practicably interpretable, assessment should be obliged
to cover a wider range of children's potential achievement. Whereupon records
of achievement will at last be able to take on their full significance for each
child.

As yet there has been little development of the cross-curricular dimensions,
which have the potential to breathe life and meaning into an otherwise drily
academic and patchy curriculum. The necessity for all children to have a broad
field in which to develop and achieve in knowledge and skills is well under-
stood by educationists. In this book we have argued for the importance of this
for black children and developing bilinguals, but a system that assesses and
rewards achievement in a confined field will reduce all children's life chances
ultimately.

We may be approaching a watershed also on provision for under-fives. Celia
Burgess-Macey brings home in Chapter 4 the crucial part assessment plays at
the first stage of a child's schooling. The approaches taken in Issessment in the
early years lay important foundations for the child's later development. In the
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early 1990s nursery education has acquired new political attention, possibly as
an election issue. The report of the National Commission on Education [1993],
drew public sympathy in calling for high quality nursery education for all
children. Research is showing that a good start in the early years pays large
social and economic dividends. The Commission argued that spending on this
provision would be offset eventually against the costs of treating the various
social ills such expenditure would abort. If in the next few years we do go down
the path of universal under- fives' provision, a major source of unequal starting
chances, often borne disproportionately by black children, would be removed.
The issues raised in Chapter 4 about assessment in the early years would
become even more significant.

Schools have been offered incentives to attract them to grant-maintained
status, but most are choosing to remain with local authorities. Perhaps this is
because schools are largely satisfied with the degree of autonomy offered under
LMS and see little advantage in going independent. Some at least do not trust
the political motives underlying the push towards grant-maintained status.
Meanwhile, local authorities are busy building new relationships with schools,
who in turn may be finding that their LEAs are best able to provide friendly,
expert and cost-efficient services after all. If this proves to to be true, local
authorities who are relied on to advise schools on their legal responsibilities
could continue to encourage them to adopt a range of policies and practices
covering ethnic monitoring and antiracist/multicultural approaches to the cur-
riculum, which help to ensure compliance with equal opportunities legislation.
As we have argued here, all children stand to benefit from such policy and
practice.

The inter-relationship between quality of delivery and equality appears to
beOherent in the OFSTED framework for inspections, although as Rehana
Minhas has suggested, OFSTED's consistency in this matter could be streng-
thened. This is an aspect in which the role of certain national bodies could be
increasingly influential over the next few years. The CRE together with bodies
such as the Runneymede Trust and the Refugee Council, which monitor race
issues, have a function in strengthening race relations legislation by bringing
about better enforcement of the law, as well as drawing attention to where the
law needs extension. It seems likely, judging from the Dewsbury example, that
cases of discrimination on grounds of race and religion are set to haunt us in
the coming years. But it is worthwhile, for the sake of long term interests, to
face up to challenging scenarios where discrimination might otherwise
flourish.
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On a parallel front, teachers' unions and organisations such as NATE and
NALDIC show encouraging signs of actively campaigning on equality issues
in the curriculum, eg on supporting linguistic diversity. However, campaigns
expressing the rhetoric of equality need to be strengthened with the hard
evidence of research. Some of this is available in the data gathered through
ethnic monitoring exercises carried out by the CRE and others. Teachers have
a significant role to play in action-researching and disseminating their experi-
ence of curriculum development approaches which successfully enhance black
pupils' access to the National Curriculum and assessment.

In the hurly-burly of getting the curriculum and assessment 'right', we must
also keep track of how our pupils are changing. We are decades away from the
time when most black children were new arrivals to this country. Now over
half are British-born, and their experience is largely of this country. A growing
number have parents of more than one ethnic or racial backuound, often part
white (Alibhai and Montague, 1992). The culturally diverse nature of many
children's lives the particular richness as well as the tensions is something
that does not receive much attention. Too often in our education debates
children are inadequately seen and almost never heard.

Finally, we have expressed a fundamental distaste over the current emphasis
placed on the mechanics of competition. However, if it is possible to have fairer
indicators to work with and by which to be judged, we may become better at
evaluating which factors make schools effective in delivering quality education
for each child. We are confident that if this were achieved the curriculum and
assessment needs of black children will be central. And with that properly in
place, all children can he assured of a high quality education.
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